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VOLUMES

The Metcalfe Heritage Study is divided into four volumes.
Volume One - contains the Environmental History of the Shire of
Metcalfe. This is stmctured around key themes that provide an historical
explanation for the present appearance of the Study area.
Volume Two -contains planning and other heritage recommendations for
individual sites and heritage area.s.
VolumesThree and Four -contain documentation on individual sites
which reflect themes outlined in the Environmental History. These sites
are recommended for protection under the Local Planning Scheme or the
provisions of the Historic Buildings Act. The sites are arranged by
geographical location alphabetically and within these locations, again,
alphabetically by road name.

INTRODUCTIO:\'
The Shire of Metcalfe Heritage Study was commissioned by the National Estate
Committee (Victoria) and the Shire of Metcalfe in 1992. The study was prepared by
consultants Karen Twigg, Historian and Wendy Jacobs, Architect. Landscape
information was prepared by Francine Gilfedder.
The study is in four volumes. The first volume contains an environmental history. The
second volume contains planning and other heritage recommendations. The final two
volumes contain information on individual sites. These two volumes are organised by
geographical location alphabetically and within these locations, again, alphabetically by
road name.
The Shire of Metcalfe is located in central Victoria, 130 kilometres north west of
Melbourne. Two major rivers, the Coliban and the Campaspe, flow through the Shire
and the district is networked with water courses, several of which mark the north and
east boundaries of the Shire. Mount Alexander forms the most dramatic landscape
feature, rising to a height of74l metres from a long, low range. The rest of the district
is elevated but undulating, broken occasionally in the east by the weathered forms of
volcanic hills.
There is a marked difference in character between the centre, the east and the west of
the Shire. The landscape in the centre and eastern part of the Shire is largely grazing
land, dominated by rolling grassy plains. It has been extensively cleared although
mature river red gums and yellow boxes survive on the large freehold estates in the
centre of the Shire. There are few settlements and relatively few roads. By contrast,
two major transport routes - the Melbourne to Echuca Railway and the Calder
Highway- run through the west of the Shire, the Shire's three major townships are
located here (Chewton, Harcourt and Taradale) and the area is more closely settled.
The landscape is characterised by forests of red stringy bark reserved as State Forest,
alternating with areas of cleared land divided into farms. In the far north west, the
landscape is dominated by apple orchards.
The explanation for these differences, becomes apparent when the built and natural
landscape is examined. In the west ofthe Shire the visitor quickly realises that this is a
landscape that was shaped by gold mining activity. Throughout the bush, shafts,
tailings, dams, machinery footings plot the course of quartz mining activities. The
scoured flats and gullies demonstrate the effects of shallow alluvial mining, sluicing and
dredging. Mullock heaps stand as the visible evidence of extensive deep lead mining in
the south west of the Shire. The temporary nature of many early gold rush workings is
witnessed by isolated ruins or a cluster of buildings which once formed a small
settlement. By contrast the two townships which survive from this period still retain
the layout, the commercial street design and many of the residences and solid public
buildings of their prosperous gold field origins.
In the centre and east of the Shire, the grassy plains, neatly divided up by fences
(sometimes made of stone) and interrupted periodically by a huddle of buildings - a
stable, a dairy, a shearing shed- centring around a farm house, indicate a long history

of agricultural enterprise. The settlements are characterised by buildings of practical
design and a wide central street allowing the easy passage of stock and farm
equipment In many of these, the key buildings crucial to a nineteenth century
agricultural community - a church, a school, a hall- still survive.
It is clearly farming country but within this broad designation there are also differences.
The broad acres, the retention of mature trees, the busy bird life and park like
appearance of the central area of the Shire, are the legacy of the pastoral era and the
country continues to be held by a small number of landowners. By contrast, the
basaltic plains flanking the Campaspe in the east of the Shire were largely taken up by
immigrant farmers or successful miners who chose to invest their gold in land. Here
the farm buildings are commonly constructed of blues tone, the land has been
extensively cleared of trees and is often rocky.

The buildings and street design of townships throughout the Study area give
indications of a more prosperous past and the explanation can be quickly found in the
piles of earth and collapsed shafts, the huge white shapes of mullock heaps and the
banks of dredged earth that suggest the extent of mining activity in the Study area in
the nineteenth century. At the same time old farm sheds, displaying a wide variety of
early construction techniques, dot the landscape leaving the visitor in little doubt of the
district's strong farming heritage.
These observations suggest the key role played by both miners and farmers in shaping
the history and physical fabric of the Shire and many of the themes explored in the
following pages will relate to the influence of these two activities. Ultimately farming
superseded mining as the primary economic force in the Shire in the twentieth century;
yet much of the present character of the Shire continues to have its origin in the mining
and farming activities which took place in the Shire in the nineteenth century.
It is interesting to note that the differences between these two activities, which have
left such a clear mark on the physical environment, also had their effect on social
relations. At official Shire dinners in the 1870s it was a point of contention whether a
toast should be proposed first to the Mining Interest leaving the Agricultural Interest to
be proposed second or whether the order should be reversed.

The Shire of Metcalfe is also unusual i'n that it does not possess a major town since it is
located in the centre of a triangle, with the large towns of Kyneton, Castlemaine and
Bendigo at each apex. Rail links were established with each of these towns as early as
1862, drawing residents away from the Shire for major purchases and sales. Yet
settlements within the Shire continued to provide basic commodities and employment
opportunities and many flourished during the nineteenth century. It was not until the
twentieth century that increased mechanisation and the new mobility supplied by motor
transport triggered an era of decline. As the numbers employed in agriculture fell
several settlements disappeared almost without a trace, leaving the identity of the
locality to attach itself to isolated buildings - a derelict school or a church. Others
struggled to continue providing services to a declining population.
The most significant trend in the Shire in the last decade has been an influx of city
dwellers - seeking rural family homes, weekenders and retirement houses. This has

dramatically reversed the Shire's declining population and created a new demand for
land, housing stock and services of all kinds. This trend is currently having a
significant impact on the environment of the Shire and can be expected to have an even
greater influence in the future.
The following pages will seek to explore how the various phases of occupation and
activity in the Shire of Metcalfe can be traced in the existing physical environment. In
doing so it will seek to focus on the words, actions and experiences of past and current
residents of the Shire.
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TOWN/DISTRICT:

Faraday

NAME: Faraday School
ADDRESS: Caider Highway and Golden Point Rd.
FORMER NAME:
l'vlAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 589 963

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Faraday Common School -designed by the Metcalfe Shire Engineer, constructed of local granite
and erected partially by volunteer labor- reflects the committment of the early Faraday community to
education. The school's continuing social value is indicated by its later use as a local function centre
and meeting place for the Faraday community, in the absence of a hall. It is one of only two schools in
the Shire to remain substantially intact from the period before the 1872 Education Act and its design is
suggestive of the educational policy and classroom arrangement of the period. The other school, of
comparable design, is at Sutton Grange and these are the only two schools in the state built of granite ..
The school has state significance as the site of a dramatic kidnap attempt in 1972.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Register of the National Estate, Historic Buildings
Council Register
THEMES
Community Life (Schools)

BUILDING DATE
1869

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME !989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY \V. JACOBS ,LVD K. TWIGG 217 DRUMMOND STREET SOUTH BALLARAT 3350
TELEPHONE 053-317 115

HISTORY
In I 868 residents ofF araday made an application for a Government Grant of £70 to build a school at
Faraday. :\len of the district worked as unskilled labour to raise enough money to match this amount.
A grant was achieved and an Education History Service file records that construction initially began
under the supervision of Gibson, the resident government engineer of the local water works (the-Coliban
Scheme). However work was halted when it was found an error had been made when surveying the
land After long delays the original building contractor sued for his money and left. A second builder,
W. Peucker was engaged to complete the building with the assistance of Thomas Muntz, surveyor for
the Shire of:\1etcalfe. Thomas Muntz was responsible for the fmal design of the building.
The new school room was built oflocal granite with a shingled gable roof running east and west and
three windows built in the southern wall. Local residents assisted in construction and in carting building
materials to the site. This reduced the cost of the building to£ 140. The granite was quarried by a
William. Salathiel from a local property belonging to John Musselwhite.
In August 1869, Faraday Common School No 797 was finally opened for use. The school opened with
an enrolment of 31 and the first teacher was John Fleming who had been an Inspector of Schools in
Ireland for eleven years. Until the school came under the control of the Education Department in 18 72,
students were charged nine pence a week for classes.
The school site of one acre rapidly proved too small and an additional acre was acquired for use as a
olaying ground. The school ground was fenced by William Salathiel in 1874. In the following year the
imney was extended and the fireplace rebuilt to prevent smoking. When the shingle roof began to leak
oadly it was replaced by an iron roof in 1881. The windows on the southern wall also proved a heat trap
and in 1908 they were bricked over and new windows inserted in the east and west ends of the building.
The school was flourishing in !91 0 when thirty two households signed a petition for a residence to be
built for a teacher. The children established an extensive garden around the school and in 1918 it won a
prize for the best flower garden in the inspectorial district of Castlemaine. In the absence of a hall, the
school became a social centre and meeting place for the Faraday community and was the venue for
dances, parties and concerts. In the early 1900s, mail was distributed from the school after being
collected from Mrs Robb at the Northumberland Arms at Golden Point.
By 1948 attendance had dropped to just six and the school was closed for a short time. It was closed
again in 19 51 but reopened and remained in operation for another two decades.
The school became the focus of state attention in October 1972 when a teacher and six children were
kidnapped from the Faraday School and imprisoned in a panel van near Lancefield A one million dollar
ransom was demanded for their release. The drama concluded only after Mary Gibbs, the teacher, was
able to kick through the door of the panel van and lead the children to safety.
1e Faraday School was officially closed in 1976. It is now used to provide school camp facilities and is
part of a 100 hectare Education Area recommended by the Land Conservation Council of Victoria.
DESCRIPTION
The school follows the suggested specification for a single room school from the Board of Education.
This plan is similar to standard plan No. VIII which was derived from the English Series and generally
measured 30 by 18 feet (9 by 5.5 metres) Windows were located behind the pupils and no
ornamentation was permitted. The fireplace was in the opposite wall and did not project into the room.
In this case no porch was provided. Over 50% of all these schools were masonry. The Faraday school
actually measures 36 feet long. This and the Sutton Grange School are the only two in the state built of
granite.

The school is substantially intact, the major alteration being the addition of large gable windows and
other windows sealed. The small weatherboard shed in the grounds adds to the character of the site.
REFERENCES
Education History File, School No. 797 Faraday
Castlemaine Jvfai/, October 1982
Lou Thomas, Fardcry School Centenmy, 1969
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Bible Christian Church
Calder Highway

FORlviER l'\AME:

TITLE DETAILS:

Faraday

Faraday Methodist Church

MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 589 962

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
This red brick church has strong communal associations and reflects Faraday's growth as a flourishing
agricultural community, adjacent to the goldf1elds, in the 1860s and 1870s. Its simple design suggests
the distaste of the Bible Christians for exaggerated display and ornamentation. The church's transferral
to this site from Elphinstone six kilometres away, is of technical interest for, although it was a common
nineteenth century practice to transfer timber buildings from place to place, it was less common for a
brick building to be treated in the same way.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BUILDING DATE
1876

THEMES
Community Life (Churches)

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 10/23.
DATE 2~.6.92

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRJI.MME 1989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COlVL\.11TTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF l\1ETCALFE
Bl" If' flCOBS .. L':D K TwiGG 217 DRC.\L\!0.\"D STREET SOCTH BALL~R~T 3350
TELEPHOYE 053-317 /15
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HISTORY
This church was originally erected in Elphinstone It became redundant and was purchased by the
Faraday Bible Christian community It was dismantled brick by brick and rebuilt on its present site, in
1876 It cost in total £116/4/6 and the land was donated free of charge by a local resident, John
Thomas.
The f1rst trustees were J. Boyle, R. Waite, John Kimber, Josiah Ellery and R. Jamenen By 1882 the
church was free of any debt and in 1885 the Trustees erected stables for the horses which had often been
driven long distances to church.
The Bible Christian church became the Methodist church in 1902 after the Methodist Union Act.. From
1910, Sunday School was taught in the church and in 1956 a small general purpose weatherboard
building was added to the rear of the church.
The church is now closed and the building is used as a private residence.

DESCRIPTION
The church is of face brick with a gable roof The front has a pair of pointed arched windows flanking
•he pointed arch and centrally placed entry door. The door is marked as a shallow porch by the brick
~hitrave but is only one brick in depth. The gable barge boards terminate in a circle. The brick walls
would appear to be braced with tie rods through the length of the building as "S" shaped iron pieces are
placed on the facade
Shutters have been added to the front windows and additions made to the side of the building when it
was altered for use as a residence. Plantings of native trees have also been made around the house. The
existing fence is shown in an early photograph and would appear to have been renewed recently.
Although the fence type is of the type constructed in the early twentieth century it is appropriate for the
building.
The building still retains much of its original fabric and is readily identifiable as a church and is one of the
few former community buildings in the Faraday area.

REFERENCES
Lou Thomas, Faraday School Centenwy, 1969
Information from Silas Ellery
Assessed h}
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NAME: Boyle House
ADDRESS:
Calder Highway
FORMER NAME:
MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 597 943

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
This building is one of only a handful of farm houses in the Shire which date back to the earliest phase
of farming activity in the Shire. This activity was generated by the goldfield's demand for food and
largely preceded the Land Acts. The building's highly visible position on the Calder Highway has
given it status as a community landmark.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Agriculture

BUILDING DATE
c1860
lF1UJ;:i!
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HISTORY
John Boyle purchased thirty acres from the Crown for £3.12.0 in 1854 and he is rated for a stone house
and dairy on this allotment in the early 1864 ratebooks. The nearby goldftelds generated an enormous
demand for agricultural produce of all sorts and John worked as both a dairyman and general farmer
The house was known in the district for its large cellars used to keep the dairy produce cool. The cellars
were also used as smoke houses. Boyle's farm became a focal point for the district and local farmers
came here for horseshoeing and shearing and dipping sheep. Wheelwrighting services were also offered
John Boyle built an inn at the back of the house, consisting of a kitchen, beer room and two guest
rooms. He also built a lockup which it is said was designed to cater for police escorting prisoners
through the area. The lockup, which still exists, consists of small cell below ground level, complete with
bars on the door and a more comfortable room on top for the guards. In 1870 the management of the
Faraday Post Office was awarded to John Boyle and in the same year he also took out an official beer
licence. The only other local hotel in the area- the Butcher's Arms Hotel -was situated almost opposite
the Bible Christian Church but it was burnt down in February 1870.
John Boyle's stone house was originally two-storey and is said to have been built using Cornish buildin"
0
techniques. However the second storey was later dismantled. By 1895 the property had passed to
Josiah Ellery. Josiah kept a large number of pigs and used the cellars to cure bacon.
Both Josiah Ellery and John Boyle were trustees of the Bible Christian Church when it was rebuilt in
~raday in 1876.

DESCRIPTION
The building is of local granite with a hipped roof that extended with a flatter pitch to form the roof of
the deep return verandah. The north side of the verandah has been filled in by building which appears to
be oflater date.
The remains of the old sheep yards, pig pens and the blacksmith's shop are all extant, as is the old
lockup.

REFERENCES
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
Lou Thomas, Faraday School Centenmy, 1969
Information from Silas Ellery
Information from A. and L. Hough, current owners, who hold a photograph of the building when it had
two-storeys.
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:'\A:\IE: Fasswav Farm
ADDRESS: Hodges Road-Turpins Falls Road

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP NAME: Edgecombe
MAP REFERENCE BU 751 836

FOR.\IER !IIAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Fassway Farm- comprising a weatherboard and stone house, a well, a stone stable, dry stone walling
and stone hay stack bases- is one of the few farming ensembles in the Shire which so clearly exhibits the
way in which local bluestone was utilised as a building material in the nineteenth century. Fassway also
demonstrates the physical layout of a farm during this period (Note: since damaged by fire)

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
BUILDING DATE
c!850s

THEMES
Agriculture

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No.7!! OB
DATE 20.8. 92
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HISTORY

The original title holders for this site appear to be C R H. and J Kennedy who purchased 143 acres on
the 30 April 1855. In 188-< this acreage was held by John Flvnn, a farmer, who bv the 1890s was leasinu
it to David :'-.Jatson.
,
·
"'
The 1-<3 acres on the Campaspe passed to the John Rogerson between 1891 and 1895 John Rogerson
died about 1910 and the propeny passed to Isabella Rogerson until her death in the late 1920s.

ESCRIPTION

The farm is a collection of stone and timber buildings. The stone is local basalt The use of basalt in this
area contrasts with the use of granite in the Harcoun area and sandstone in the Chewton area. One of
the major features of this complex is the bases constructed ofbluestone which were used annually to
protect the base of the haystacks.
The main house has a gable roof with chimneys at each side The shed near the main house is of
horizontal slab construction.
The farm complex is sited in a picturesque bend of the Campaspe River and the main buildings are
marked by mature exotic planting.
The building was substantially damaged by fire in 1994.

REFERE:-ICES
Information from Maisie Wilson, Dot Smith and Douglas Mactier
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
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TITLE DETAILS:

TO\\':"i/DISTRICT:

FILE :"io: G 4
Green Hill

:"iA:\IE: Green Hill Cemeterv
ADDRESS: Goldfields Road
FORMER :"iAME:
MAP NAME: Edgecombe
MAP REFERENCE BU 737 859

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Green Hill cemetery is the only site which now provides evidence of the substantial population
which once resided in the environs of Green Hill. Its value to the community is witnessed by a voluntary
community group which has taken responsibility for its maintenance.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Community Life

BUILDING DATE
cl860s
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No.I6133
DATE 20.8.92

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRA."-1ME 1989/90.
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HISTORY
Balliere's Victorian Gazetteer of !865 describes Green Hill as a postal village located at the foot of the
north east slope of the volcanic Green Hill and half a mile east of Snodgrass Gully Creek The
population in the immediate area stood at about 250 in number, including miners
During this period the area was the scene of much gold prospecting and some isolated successes Seven
quartz reefs were mined in the vicinity, with Steeds Reef proving the most profitable, yielding an average
of 4oz to the ton in 1861 In the 1890s and early twentieth century renewed mining was also recorded
in the area. Maisie Wilson remembers that her father worked in a mine, known as the Green Hill United,
in the early twentieth century and in 1913 the Mines Department reported that "about half a dozen cooperative parties have continued work during the year at shallow levels in the ranges west of Snodgrass
Gully on comparatively small reefs of good quality"
The Green Hill cemetery was probably established in the 1860s when mining had swelled the population
of the area. Despite the fact that Green Hill never developed into a permanent settlement, a number of
families settled in the area and the Green Hill cemetery was used by the entire locality. It is believed that
up to seventy burials took place in the cemetery although the gravestone of only three survive. These
mark the burials of Fanny Melon (aged twelve years), a boy named McAree and a man named Bruce
who was drowned.

DESCRIPTION
The cemetery is a small clearing in the bush marked by a timber gate and section of picket fence There
is one round headed grave stone and another grave marked by timber posts. The very isolation of the
cemetery adds to its character

REFERENCES
Information from Maisie Wilson, Dot Smith and Douglas Mactier
Reminiscences ofU Matson, 11 Sept, 1860 (Metcalfe Bicentennial i'v!aterial)
Ralliere's l"ic10rian Gazetteer, 1865
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1\.-\ME: Hodge's Farm
ADDRESS: Kyneton-Metcalfe Road
FORMER :-.-A!\ IE:

TITLE DETAILS:

1\L-\P NAME: Edgecombe
MAP REFERENCE BU 732 839

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The stone shearing shed, stone shed and stone "shepherd's hut", have a high degree of integrity and
represent some of the most intact examples of early farm buildings in the Shire. They have been in
continuous use since their construction and still form pan of the operating environment of the farm.
A weatherboard farm house indicates the increased comfort of farm dwellings, built after the
consolidation of settlement. An avenue of trees leading up to the farm is a notable feature.

Local Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BUILDING DATE
187-1

THEMES
Agriculture

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No.l7!1 1-l:"
DATE 20.8.92
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HISTORY
In I 866 William Hodges alread\' owned some land in the \letcalfe area and \\aS in the process of
purchasing 260 acres from James \lclndley B\' I 87-! he owned a total of320 acres and had erected a
house
William Hodges junior begun farming the land for his father in the earl\' 1890s and became the O\\ner
bemeen 1902 and 1905 after William Hodges senior's death In 1920 he owned a total of 619 acres and
was one of the largest land holders in the area. After his death the property continued to be farmed by
his two sons, Tony and Ivan, and the farm still remains in the Hodges family

DESCRIPTIO:\
The farm complex comprises timber farmhouse, stone shepherd's hut, stone shearing shed and stone
stables and carriage shed. These are all sited around a large grassed courtyard. The property is entered
by a long driveway lined with a variety of exotic trees which form an avenue. This opens into the
courtyard with the house facing the driveway.
The weatherboard house had a corrugated iron hipped roof and a hipped roof verandah supported on
turned timber posts with decorative timber brackets. The house has a centrally placed door with a single
·'~elight. Two double hung timber windows flank the door. The house would appear to date from the
.An of the century. The house garden has large mature exotic trees and remnant garden plantings
The building referred to as the shepherd's hut would appear to be the earliest building on the site. The
building is very large for a shepherd's hut which were more usually a small single room This building
would appear to be two or three rooms wide. It is rectangular with a gable roof and has a stone
chimney at one end. The wall facing the courtyard has only a small eight paned window of
approximately square proportions The stone work is of random rubble with very large, roughly squared
stones used at the corners. The stones would appear to have been gathered from the surrounding
hillside and not quarried. The stones for the chimney have been squared and laid in courses This may
have been an early house on the site
The stables and shearing shed are ofbluestone of a more even appearance Over the door to the
shearing shed, which is still in use, is the date 1859 inscribed on a stone. The buildings are in two parts
with the stables lovv·er on the site and not as high as the shearing shed. The stonework is of roughly
squared coursed rubble bluestone with the building corners and openings marked by work of rock faced
stones with roughly tooled margins The main door to the shearing shed has a flat arch with a central
shaped keystone instead of the more usual single stone slab lintel The stables have a hip at one end of
the roof and a gable where it abuts the shearing shed . The shearing shed has a gable roof with the apex
·'the front gable marked by a stone finial

REFERE;>;CES
Information from :vlaisie Wilson, Dot Smith and Douglas Mactier
Shire of:'\fetcalfe Rate Books
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:"i.-HIE Packin!l Shed
ADDRESS Co~ner BaQshaw and
Thompsons Road
FOR.\IER \'A;\1 E Svmes Packino Shed
~

TITLE DETAILS
Harcourt: Sec 4, Lot 9

"

MAP NAME Barker
MAP REF. BU 57! 0!3

STA TEME\'T OF SIGNIFICA:\'CE
The construction of this large Packing Shed by Harold Symes, in the I 940s, represents a break from the
tradition of earlier years of cooperatively owned packing sheds. The packing shed is also significant
for its association with Geoffrey Thompson who played a crucial role in ensuring the survival of
Harcourt orchards by introducing residents to new orcharding, packing, and marketing techniques The
simple utilitarian building is one of the larger packing sheds remaining in this important centre of apple
production.
Local Significance

R.ECO;\DIE:\ DA T!Ol'\S
:\1etcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
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Horticulture

Bl'ILDI:\G DATE
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HISTORY
The Harcourt FrUit Growers .-\ssociation was formed in I 89-1 to enable fruit growers to pool their
r6ources and work together on a co-operative basis A second cooperative ;·enture. the Fruit Supplv
Associat 1on. was initiated in the 1920s Structures associ~ ted with these two cooperati;·es developed
near the railway station - mcludmg packmg sheds. a case tactory. a sawm!ll. cool stores. and a general
engineering shop However. by the post war period. manv growers" ere f1nding it more profn~ble to
trade through agents or dealers rather than the Co-operative and there was a proliferation of privately
owned cool stores and packing sheds Harold Symes was one of a number of dealers who bought and
marketed fruit for growers in the Harcourt area and he probably constructed this shed in the late !9-!0s
During the 1950s. Geoffrev Thompson Harcourt Pty Ltd purchased the Symes packing shed and largely
supplanted the older cooperatives- offenng new export markets and fruit packing facilities to local
nrowers In the 1970s the company also introduced new cultivation techniques; they reduced tree
~pacings by half and eliminated weed growth between the tree lines by herbicides rather than by
cultivation.

o.JESCRIPTIOi\

This packing shed and cool store reflects its strictly utilitarian background being a simple gable roofed
structure clad in horizontally hung corrugated iron. This is one of the larger remaining orchard sheds in
the district and is unusual as it has a skewed side wall. The floor is raised on high timber stumps. The
building design reflects the use and the simple materials are characteristic of the buildings related to
twentieth century orcharding.

REFERE:'>CES
Quinlan & 'Webb. Grea/er !han Gold, 1985
James. Harcourt l/mt!line. /SY-1. Harcourt Heritage Centre
Information from G. l\1ilford, Harcourt, G.\\' Thompson
Roval Commission on Fruit, Vegetables and Jam. V P P. 9 !>'larch 19!5
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TITLE DETAILS
Section 7, State School Reserve

\A:\JE Primary School (Harcourt)
ADDRESS Cnr Barker and :'\1arket Streets
FOR.\IER :"iAME National Common
School, ?\o 299
:\lAP NAME Barker
MAP REF. BU 564 017

STA TDIENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Harcourt Primary School with its 1875 schoolroom is one of the earlier buildings in Harcourt and
reflects the strong community spirit of the area It also has significance as a complex since it clearlY
demonstrates the variety of elements that comprise a school environment. The additions made to the
School are indicative of the expansion of the area as an orcharding and agricultural centre.
Local Significance

RECO:\J:VIE:\'DA TIONS
;\letcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THDIES
Communitv Life (Schools)
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HISTORY
The first Harcourt school. a \.'ational School. was a weatherboard building measuring thinv feet bv
fifteen feet with a shingle roof and a canvas ceiling The local community demonstrated their suppon
bv raising £I 05 towards the cost of the new school and four hundred people attended the official
opening in \.'ovember. 1859 The school began with an enrolment of only eight boys and three girls but
\Yithin tweke months. enrolments had climbed to thirty eight boys and thiny nine girls
Small blocks of land had been surveved and sold in the vicini tv of Harcourt since 185-l and the children
of small selectors increasingly swelled the ranks of Harcourt pupils In 1862-3 the School became a
Common School :-.lo 299 and the site was extended by the addition of two acres By 1875 it was simply
too small and a new school was built on the site by contractor. \lartin 0'\!eara at a cost of £227 In
1885 a new four roomed teachers residence was built to replace the wattle and daub residence the first
head teacher, Henry Haysen, had built for himself Two shelter sheds, were constructed- in 1900 and
1925 respectively - and a second classroom in 1912. A pine plantation was planted on four acres of
school property in 1926, in order to augment school funds By 1960 the school enrolment had reached
100 and a third class room was built in addition to other improvements including the erection of
playground equipment and the construction of an asphalted and level playground.
In 1984 the enrolment at the Harcourt School stood at 45 with a staff of three permanent teachers and
one part time music teacher.

DESCRIPTIO:\"
The existing weatherboard school building dates from 1875 when a single classroom was constructed It
would appear to have been built with a shingle roof as the roofwas clad with iron in 1898. In 1912 a
second classroom was added and a third in 1960 The building reflects this staged construction with the
original gable roofed room with 12 paned double hung windows still recognisable within the later
additions
The 1909 hexagonal shelter shed with a weatherboard base and diagonal lattice upper walls has a steep!\·
pitched corrugated roof and although requiring repair is a major element in the school yard The
structure is typical of simple garden structures of the early 1900s and enhances the school complex.
The 1925 shelter shed of rectangular plan with a gable roof, reflects the materials of the earlier structure
with weatherboard walls and only the gable infill being of lattice
he complex is a substantially intact complex of school buildings and grounds including the abow
shelter sheds Plantings of note are Quercus robur, Cedrus deodara and Cedrus atlantica f glauca
The memorial gates of local granite are a feature of schools in the Shire. The monument states "This
tablet commemorates the Centenary of State School :.:o 299 14 \.'ovember 1959" They are distincth·e
for their use of local material and the simple post and beam construction.

REFERE:\"CES
Hedley James. A Shurr Htsrory of Harcourt. Harcourt Heritage Centre
Blake, J'ISion and Rea!tsmion, 1970
Harcourt !'nmarr School 1\"o :!Y9, I :!5th rlnnil·ersarr, I 8 ?'-:ovember 1984
Information from Sybil James. George Milford
-
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\':.:: . .~;;a:: Rad\\·Jys Depanmem during t~e same ~-ear T~e Ky::etor: !O Be:-;21::;..:) Se.::::on \\h!ch n.J!1S
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....

o~'ea:-!\· stone and iron \·iaducts The us-e ofa\·aiicble local bLii:jing- r.lJ!e:-ials adds,!merest to these
stnxtures. the use or local granite led direct!\' to the de\ elopmcnt
the Har~o~r. quarrYing industrY
The avai!abilit\· otbuildin\.! material determined the character of each sect!on of !i~e within the Shire
blu'CStone was-used for raTiv-:av stn1ctures in the \·icinit\· ofTaradale, l!ranite and red and cream brick at
Elphinswne while granite was· the primary building material ar Harcoun The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle ofsubconlracting. for the direct imponation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a panial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level ofwages.
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'ESCRlPTIO:'\
This is a sold l!ranite version of the brick and stone segmental arched bridges encountered on the
\lelbourne side of the railway line. This is a lower bridge than those enco-;,ntered in the Che"1on area.
The segmental arch is marked in rough faced voussoirs springing from a corbelled capital at the top of
the pilaster like quoin work which is steeped in from the abutment .-\bov·e the voussoirs is a sli~htlv
corbelled line of stones marking a cornice line above these are more smoothly dressed very larg~ granite
stones which form the parapet. These are capped with smaller rock faced £ranite blocks Each end of
the abutment wall steps out to form a pilaster
The bridge is a solid element which demonstrates the use of the local material

REFERE:'\CES
Cusack. Bt!rtdi~:;a· .-I f-.li.~·Inry. J')i_)_ pl-l-.5
\bmn. 'Bnngiug the R~HhYa~· to CastkmJine'. C.\!. 2 :\br 19-l--l- from .\!...:..\!20 :\ug IS62
\\';-nd. '\furray Ri\·er RJ!l\r;Jy'. 1-!enwge .-illstrah'J. Spnng !9Sj p.36
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TOWN/DISTRICT:Harcourt
NAI\IE: Bridge Abutments
ADDRESS: Bridge Street
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TITLE DETAILS
Harcourt: Opposite Sec A, Lot 9

MAP NAME Barker
r-.lAP REF. BU 562 024

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The remaining bridge abutments are significant since they indicate the original route of the Melbourne to
Murray road through Harcourt. This was one of the earliest rural transport routes to be constructed by
the Central Roads Board and was the first major road to be constructed through the Shire.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Transport (Bridges)

BUILDING DA T:
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRA\1 !989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE CO\l::vtfiTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY W. JACOBS AND K. TWIGG

217 DRUMMOND STREET SOUTH BALL4R4T 3350

I')

TELEPHONE 053-317 115

HISTORY
In IS'S. Willlam Kelh tra,elled from Castlemaine and Sandhurst and wrote that he passed alon\l. "a
narrow line oi macadamised road. principallv metalled with coarse quartz gra\ elleading mto a spick and
span town called Harcourt" This was the road from ;\lelbourne to the ;\lurrav via the ;\lount :\lexander
uold tields which until 1860 used up most of the Central Road Board's funds This road crossed Barkers
Creek at Harcourt and the bridge was probably built at this time l:ntil 187-l. a toll gate also operated
near the bridge
The road from Elphinstone direct to Harcourt remained unmade until the late 1920s when the rising
popularity of the motor car and efforts to shorten the journey between '\1elbourne and Bendigo led to its
construction as pan of the new Calder Highway As part of this development a new bridge was
constructed o,·er Barkers Creek in 1927-28 It was named the Calder Bridge and was erected at an
estimated cost of £3,200 by contractors from Camberwell, Jose and Wilson':' The growing importance
attached to motor transport was emphasised by a reporter at the official opening who stressed that there
were "an estimated two hundred cars present" The realignment of the road to cross the new bridge
meant that the original bridge was left stranded further up Barkers Creek and came to be used primarily
as a foot bridge.

DESCRIPTIOl'li
The earlier crossing of Barkers Creek was by this bridge constructed of local granite abutments and
central support It would appear that the bridge structure and decking was of timber as it is no longer
extant A modern footbridge decking has been built.
The retention of the remaining pans of the bridge is important for the use of the local granite and as it
shows the path of traffic in the early days of Harcourt which allows the interpretation of the remaining
earlv~ build in us in the vicini tv.
'

-

REFERE:'\CES
Hedlev James. Harcourt limeline, 19:!8, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Kellv.~Life in l'ictona, 1858, pl83
Priestlv.'i\!aking Their Mark, 198-l, p52
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TITLE DETAILS:
Sec 7, Lot 7
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:-i.-HIE: Uniting Church
ADDRESS: Buckley Street
FOR"ER :\.HIE:

Methodist Church

STA TDIE:\T OF SIG:-iiFICA:-iCE
The Harcourt Methodist Church is notable for its use of local granite. It is one of the few nineteenth
century buildings to survive in a township dominated by twentieth century structures and its aae and
rarity make it a key element within the tO\\nscape. It was a major centre ofto"n life. It has a" direct
relationship with the Sunday School next door and should be viewed in the context of other nineteemh
century granite buildings in the town such as the Pellas House (H77)
Local Significance
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HISTORY
.-\large proportion of those attracted to the \'ictorian goldfrelds were of nonconformist persuasion and
Harcourt's proximity to the \!aunt ..lJexander gold frelds. contributed to the high proportion of
\!ethodists (probablv Wesleyan \!ethodists) who senled in the area
The tirst :O..!ethodist service in Harcourt was held in JanuarY 1860 but bv June I 861 ser;ices had been
discontinued Further attempts were made in !863 when the Circuit Local Preachers' \feetinl! resolved
that preaching should be held at Harcourt each Sunday afternoon It is said that these services were held
in an iron building - formerly a hotel -opposite the present church and at least one preacher known as
"Temperance Baker" refused to preach "behind a bar" Largely as a result of the enthusiasm of George
Leech, a Castlemaine solicitor and a regular preacher at Harcourt, fund raising commenced for the
erection of a church. The contractor appointed was l\1r W. B. Dennis under the supervision of architect,
/o.1r J. Kibble ofCastlemaine. Stone was donated from the quarries ofMr Blight and carted to the site by
members of the congregation.
The foundation stone for the new church was laid on Good Friday, April 14, 1865. The :V!ount
..lJexander Mail reported that four hundred people were present and that three bottles containing local
newspapers were placed beneath the stone. Four months later on Sunday August 13, 1865, the new
church was opened by the Rev. William Hill, Superintendent of the Castlemaine Circuit The total cost
of the building was £429.
:\o other denomination built in the Harcourt township until 1961 and many of Harcourt's social events
valved around fund raising for the Methodist church. The Good Friday tea meeting in particular
uecame an annual event. For this occasion, a temporary bower was erected and the tables set out of
doors. A number of Harcourt Methodists were also instrumental in establishing and continuing to
support the Independent Order ofRechabites based in Barkers Creek.
A brick Sundav School was built next door to the church in 1924 after a former Sundav school scholar
Lou Hawkins, -unexpectedly left the Church Trustees £1,000 in his estate. Tablets in the hall
'
commemorate Lou Hawkins and also Henry Ely and Isaac James w·ho acted as Sunday School teachers
and superintendents for 43 years and 41 years respectively. Mr James was closely associated with the
church since its beginning and was known behind his back as "Bishop James"
In !954 a play centre and kindergarten were opened at the rear of the Hall.
DESCRJPTIO:\
The church is of a simple Gothic form and consists of a three bay nave with gable roof and a gable
roofed porch The nave bays are marked externally by buttresses with the corners of the nave and porch
being supported by diagonal buttresses. The porch has a pointed arch recess to the street with the
entries from the side
1e building is predominantly of granite with east and west walls granite rubble and render marked as
stone The a!lached porch is of granite Each bay has a pointed arch headed window and the only
decoration on the \Vest is a small pointed arch opening, sheeted over. The east end has a skillion roofed,
granite addition with a brick chimney that would appear to date from the mid- twentieth century.
The existing galvanised iron parapet capping on the west end is unsightly and would appear to be a
replacement of the former rolled capping. The leadlight and stained glass windows date from 1952
The building is a solid. simple example of the Gothic style and is important for the use of the local
granite and is the most substantial church building in the area built in the nineteenth century.
R£F£RE:\CES
\!aunt ..lJexander \!ail, April17, 1865; Feb 15 1933
Harcourt Methodist Church Centenal)· Pamphlet, August 1965
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TOWN/DISTRICT: Harcourt
~A" E Quillendale
ADDRESS \1cQuillan Road

FOR.'\IER .\A'\IE:
TITLE DETAILS
Harcourt Sec 6A, Allot 4A, 4B, SA, 5B

'\lAP !\'A'\IE Chew1on
'\lAP REF. BU 589 997

STA TBI E:'"T OF SIGNIFICA~CE
Quillendale is notable as an early and intact granite farmhouse with outbuildings, probably built to fui51
the requirements of the 1869 Land Act The farm's location on the granitic southern slopes ofMoum
Alexander, reflects early selectors' preference for sheltered land with access to water, this property bs
natural springs and suggests that granite used in the construction of the buildings was quarried on the
property.

Local Significance
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HISTORY

This site was purchased byE '.lcQuillan in 187-l. under section 19-20 of the 1869 Lands :\ct which
allowed for the conversion of a licence or lease into freehold land '.Irs '.lcQuillan. a widow. had been
paying rates on the propeny since 1870 Bet\\een 1870-187-l, a house was built '.Irs '.lcQuillan
married again. becoming '.Irs \\'ard, but retained ownership of the propeny In 1899 the farm passed to
Bernard '. !cQuillan. probably her son Local residents can still remember Bernie '.lcQuillan. who
occupied the house all his life
The present owners named the propeny Quillendale in deference to the original owners but use an "e" in
the spelling instead of an "a".

DESCRIPTIO:'\
This simple hipped roof mid-Victorian style farmhouse is significant for the use of local granite The
material has been adapted to the style of housing that was erected in manv places in face brick, rendered
brick. timber and other stones The building was either simply detailed or the early decoration of cast
iron or timber fretwork has not survived. The adjacent, simple. rectangular, gabled roofed granite farm
buildings adds to the character of the house, this had a shingle roof until the 1970s when it was replaced
with corrugated iron
The building was originally a hipped roof stone house with only t\\·o windows. one each side of a central
door. This was later extended to the west The stone work pattern in the extension differs from the
.'!ina] house The rear section of the house is under a skillion roo:· Lmil the 1970s there was no
bathroom. plumbing or power in the house ..
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Shire of '.letcalfe Rate Books- West Riding
Information from George Milford and Rex Warren, lvlrs. S Tout, owner
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:'\A;\IE Craigelven
ADDRESS Calder Highway
FOR.'-IER :'\AME.

~lilford

House

MAP NAME Chewton
MAP REF. BU 573 992

TITLE DETAILS

Harcoun Sec 5A, Allot 6, 7.
STA TE:\IE:'\T OF SIGNIFICA:'\CE

This site is significant for the survival of three houses in chronological sequence, making it possible to
trace the fonunes and living conditions of one family- the Milfords- from the time of selection in the
18 50-60s to the inter-war period. The small, rectangular, stone and mud building is significant as it
relates to the traditional building methods of the owners native Devon adapted to the use of local
materials. The 1914 building appears substantially intact and is a good example of a timber villa of the
early twentieth century. All three buildings form an important complex which interprets the change in
available materials and the growing prosperity of the i\.filford family.
Local Significance
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HISTORY

Geor"e \Iii ford miurated to Australia from Devon. En12land in 1858.59. as an assisted immigrant .-V'ter
fulfilling the conditions oihis passage by working at a local pastoral station. he selected land at Faraday
The parish map records that he purchased two blocks of approximately twentv acres each in 1868 and
1869 respectiv-ely In I 874 he is rated for a house and sixty acres on this property
Georue \1ilford married :\nne Kimber in I 856 in Endand and their tirst home on this site was built us in"
local slate plastered with mud In about !880 a new-brick house was built In this house .Anne and
"
George brought up six children George \!ilford began as a mixed farmer but increasingly specialised in
apple trees in common with many other farmers of the area In 191-1, the present house was built for his
son. Amos \1ilford, by T. Odgers and Company from Castlemaine at a cost of £250 Descendants of
George and Anne Milford continue to reside in Harcourt.

DESCRIPTION

A timber house, built in 1914, of intersecting hip roofs with a return verandah with a bull nosed roof and
cast iron frieze work The building has double hung timber windows and brick chimneys. The building
appears substantially intact and is a good example of a timber villa of the early twentieth century.
The two earlier homes still remain relatively undisturbed at the rear of the 191-1 timber house. Behind
these again there are mounds reputed to be aboriginal middens
The complex with the early stone and mud cottage built c 1860 which appears to require some
maintenance and the brick cottage from !880 form an important complex which interprets the change in
available materials and the growing prosperity of the family
The small, rectangular. stone and mud building is signif1cant as it relates to the traditional building
methods of the ovmers native Devon adapted to the use of local materials
'':e brick gable roofed. cottage has a typical symmetrical facade treatment of a central door tl2nked h·
windows The w·indows are interesting as they are not of the typical vertical proportion and have verv
low head heights.
-
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TOW:\/DJSTRICT: Harcourt
:\.-\:\IE Glenhope

ADDRESS. Calder High\\ay
FOR\JER :-IA:\.IE Bertuch, House

TITLE DETAILS

:\lAP :-IA:\IE Chewton
:\lAP REF. BL' 565 007

harcourt, Sec. l 0 Lot I

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Glenhope is significant as an expression of the prosperity Harcourt enjoyed during the early twentieth
century It's size and elegant design testifY to the capital attracted to the town during this period. The
size and comfort of the house also facilitated the entertaining and social activities organised by Dora
Bertuch, around whom much of the social life of Harcourt re,·o!ved in the early decades of this century

Local Significance
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HISTORY
Charles .-\Ul!UStus and Dora Geomina Bertuch settled in Harcourt tn 1909 and built this house in the
same \·ear -Charles father. Oscar Bertuch. was said to ha,·e been a l.!ardener for the Kaiser in Germanv
and Charles inherited his father's abilitY He \\aS known as a fine orchardist and \\aS one of the first i~
the Harcourt area to experiment with agreen manure crop- planting chick peas bet\\een the fruit trees
and later ploughing them in to fertilise the soil The Bertuchs frequently entertained and Dora Ber1uch is
still remembered for her consummate skill as a hostess For manv decades she stood at the heart of
Harcourt's social acti,·ities and was in particular instrumental in the formation of an active \lethodist
Ladies Guild The family enjoyed a comfortable lifestyle and always employed a maid

DESCRIPTIO:-.The house is a large example of a timber villa with a design transitional between late Victorian and
Federation in style The building has a roof of intersecting gables and hips. with a return verandah with
decoration consisting of a simple timber frieze The roofs are enhanced by the brick chimneys with
render cappings.
The front gable contains a square bay window protected bv a window canopv supported on brackets
The main decorati,·e element of the gables is the king tnJSS supporting the barge boards and finishing in a
turned timber fmial
The garden setting of the house adds to its character and there appears
construction of the house such as the fan palms.

to

be plantings dating from the

The house is a well designed and substantially intact example of a large Yilla residence
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TITLE DETAILS
Harcourt Sec I 0, Lot 8

:\A\ IE Blume, Brick House & Bakerv
ADDRESS Calder Highway
.

l\IAP :\AME Chewton
l\IAP REF. BU 561 0!4

STA TE\IE:\T OF SIGNIFICANCE
The site is a significant example of the mix of residential and industrial use on the same allotment. The
Fruit Drying Factory, although altered for use as a bakery, is one of the few structures remaining from
the early developmental period of the Harcourt fruit industry and is an expression of the popularity of
cooperative ventures during this time. The establishment of the bakery in Harcourt in 1921 and the
solid construction of the Blume's house is indicative of the new enterprise and money that was being
attracted to the orchard town in the boom era ofthe 1910s and 1920s. The site is a·landmark in th~
area due to its prominent position, the substantial brick buildings and the palm trees
Local Signiticance
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HISTORY
The Harcourt Fruit Df\tng Society was established as a cooperati\e venture m !90S with the aim of
rurning second class apples, into a profnable product The wastage that occurred during a heavy crop
,·ear was estimated to be between J!5 and l/3 of the total crop An evaporating plant was purchased
capable of dmng 200 cases of fruit a week although this was considered by some to be scarcely
sufficient to take full adnntage of bumper crops The compressor was a notorious fire hazard and in
1910 the factory was destroyed by tire for the second time The present brick factory buildings were
presumablY constructed after the second ftre At the half yearly gathering ofthe Company in 1911 it
was reported that "apathy pef\·aded the meeting" and the directors were charged with selling, leasing or
fmding a firm to work the Drying Factory.
In the absence of fmancial backing the Factorv closed and in 1921. when Ernest Blume moved his
bakef\' from Barkers Creek, the b'Gi!dings weie utilised as the new bakery premises One building was
fitted 'with ,,;ooden bread kneading troughs and another with a bakers oven Bread baked here supplied
the whole Harcourt/Barkers Creek area with the Blumes offering bread delivery by horse and cart as far
afteld as Sutton Grange
Soon after their arrival in Harcourt the Blumes also erected a new brick house on the same site as the
bakery. Ellis and Yolande Blume carried on the business until about 1960.

DESCRIPTIO:\
The complex consists of three main buildings; the former fruit drying factory/ bakery, brick residence
j kerosene tin clad shed.
The former fruit drying factory has a main rectangular section of brick with a hipped roof of galvanised
corrugated iron with a brick skillion roofed section attached. The building has been extended to the rear
bv the addition of two large corrugated galvanised iron clad sections with gable roofs The complex is
of a plain design without decoration reflecting its industrial use. The building appears substantially
intact and is one of the more substantial and robust examples of the buildings which supported the
orcharding industry Its conversion to a bakery, which was one of the major suppliers of the district, is a
si1.mificant
earlv recycling._, of the building.
.....
~

~

The residence is one of the most prominent buildings in Harcourt being at the intersection of the Calder
and \Jidlands Highways. The brick building with its dominating hipped roof is a local landmark. The
roofline is relie,·ed by hipped sections which terminate in a gable roof o,·er square window bays at the
front and side The roofs of the return ,·erandahs at each side of the house are extensions of the main
roof line and are supported on posts supporting cuf\·ilinear art /IOIII'<!WI capitals The windows are
multi paned casements with fp;ed lights above. The house is substantially intact The decorative brick
garden wall which was a major feature of the site due to its length and design has partially collapsed
The wTought iron gate of strap work still survives.
~

~

,e house is enhanced b,· the three Canary Island palms set in the lawn of buffalo grass This t\·pe of
planting was typical of garden layout in the 1920s
The shed at the rear of the site is of interest as it is Clad in flattened kerosene cans. This technique was
used in times of hardship or when other building supplies were in short supply such as during wartime
The building is a rectangular shed with a gable roof and mav ha,·e been used as stables. \'ery fe" of
these · makedo' types of constructions reinain
·
The site is a significant example of the mix of residential and industrial use on the same site The site is a
landmark in the area due to its prominent position, the substantial brick buildings and the palm trees
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TOW\"/DISTRICT:

Harcourt

\"A:\ IE: At~A Hall
ADDRESS: Calder Highway
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TITLE DETAILS:
Harcourt, Lots .<,5,6
STA TE.\IE\"T OF SIG\"IFICA\"CE

The building is a simple and robust rendered brick, gable roofed community halL The Hall has stood at
the centre of community life in Harcourt for much of this century and its prominent position in the main
street makes it an important element in the townscape. Its construction in 1910 demonstrates the stren!!th
of the Harcourt Branch of the Australian Natives Association and th~ appeal of patriotism durin~! th1speriod before the First World War.
Local Significance
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HISTORY
The Harcourt Branch of the Australian Nati\·es Association (ANA) was formed in 1908 when thm
tirst meetin!:! was held in the Chaff room at the rear of the local store The ANA Hall was bUJit 1n
1910 11 bv 'i-,1r Sutherland from Barkers Creek at a cost of £220. This was financed bY means of
debentures among members of the ANA.
·

The .\.:'-;A immediately became a focal point for social functions in Harcourt since pre\·ious to its
construction the closest venue had been the Rechabite Hall, at Barkers Creek. The Mount
Alexander Mail records the range of functions held in the Hall including fruit growers' conferences,
"Welcome Home" to returned soldiers, musical and dramatic revues- and local residents remember
weekly euchre parties and Saturday night dances. In later years a back room and a kitchen were
also added to the Hall. The Shire of Metcalfe assumed control ofthe Hall in 1970.
Bv 1981 it was apparent that any large function could not be accommodated in the hall. Large
functions were held in Castlemaine. The Secretary and President at that timecovened a series of
Public meetings to canvass the possibility of a larger hall. From these meetings grew the concept of
a Leisure Centre at Harcourt and after its construction the functions of the Public Hall were
transferred there. The ANA Hall is now used by the Harcourt Valle;.· Heritage Centre.

DESCRlPTIO~

The Hall is a simple rectangular structure of concrete rubble with a corrugated galvanised iron
gable roof The ridge is surmounted with circular capped \·entilators. The street frontage has a
centra !I\ placed door \\ith a single window to each side. The east addition is of weather board and
extends the e:>;isting roof line. The recent north entry porch has a skillion roof The building is a
simple and robust community hall.
-
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TOWVDISTRJCT: Harcoun

:\".-\\IE Harcoun Cemetery
ADDRESS Calder Hiohw;~-

"'

'
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MAP REF. BU 553 034
STATDIE:\T OF SIGNIFICA::\CE
A well maintained cemetery originally gazetted in 1870. the Harcoun cemetery is significant as a
register of the changing population levels and social character of Harcourt The preponderance of
early to mid twentieth century headstones reflects the area's gro\\1h during this period The headstones
are predominantly oflocal granite and include the headstone of J. Blight, proprietor of Harcourt's first
granite quarry.
Local Signiftcance
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HISTORY
The first burial \\JS that of Anna Schier in Janual"\ 1870. The headstones in the cemetel"\· 2ive an
mdication of the many countries from which the early residents had migrated, Germany:E'iigland,
Scotland, Wales and Finland.
In the Weslevan section are the memorials to the four lon,z servJn>Z state school head teachers of
Harcourt, \1cMacking, Holloway, Stewart and Larter.
'
At the rear of the Cemeterv is the familv crave ofHR Bastow, notable as the Architect of the
majority of Victorian State Schools in the-second half of the nineteenth centurY.
Over !300 burials have taken place here.

vESCRIPTIO);
The cemeterv is on hi~rh ground on a relativelv flat site. The main entrance is marked bv two large
square h'Tanite gateposts,'\, hich were erected In 1935 by the Harcourt and District Pione-ers
Memorial Committee as Harcourt's contnbution to the centenary of settlement in Victoria. The
pedestrian entrance is marked by smaller simple granite posts. Both entrances have gates of
decorative \\Tough! iron which appear to date from the 1930s.
The site was originally surveyed to be of 10 acres but has been reduced by a water supply siphon
which traverses the entire eastern frontage. The front fence has been therefore set well back from
the suf\·eyed boundary.
The La\\11 Cemetery

\\JS

opened in 1982.

There are some plantings of conifers but the area is a relatively clear site. The cemetery has a
collection of tine headstones, predominantly of local granite, including the b'Tanite headstone of
J Blight, propnetor of Harcourt's first granite qua IT}'.
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STA TDIE'-.'T OF SIG\1FICA\'CE
The hous~ h:!S a cic:lr association with the Harcourt gr~nite industrY which was the major surplie; of
JITanite in the colon\' dur1ng the last decades of the twentieth centurv. The house was a residen2e ;·.)r
Blights n;ost trusted employees ~nd may h~ve been originally const~ucted by Blight for his own u'e.
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PROJECT '<:o. 39 OF THE '<:.->.TIO'<:AL ESTATE PROGR.-\.\ll9S~i9C
FOR THE'.; -'1 TIO'<:.~ EST.-HE C0\1\IITIEE (VICTORIA) A'<:D THE SHIRE' OF \lETC-\LfE
Br H'. l4C035 4.\'D ?..'. TH'tGC ::; !7 DRCJf.HOXD STREET SOCTH B.J.LLJ.R...i. T 335 1)
TELEPHOSE 053-3171 !5
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:-.:.:: . -.3.:, he ope;-;e.:! u~ Ceep ~~arries o~ the lower ~lopes of:.Iour.t -~e\a;-;der The granite obc~ined from
these ~uar:-ies :2;::.:il:; g;;.1::ed J reputat;on fo~ qua!ny and was used for doze;,s of monumental and
~G:iding projects ;r~ \'icioria and imer state It also ga,·e a rlliip to locJ! granite construction
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The building r.U\ ha'e originally been built by Joseph Blight for his own use but the tirst kno,,n
occuoants were Carrie and John Jennings in 1897 John Jenninl!s is said to ha'e served his
ap['r~nticeship under \!r J Blight in theCnited Kingdom and he began working at the Harcourt quarry
:n the earlY. 1S80s He .was appointed foreman and continued "·orkin\! for Blight's for o,·er fortv- .vears
~

~

During the period after the first world war, the demand for granite soared due to the increased demand
for monumental work generated by the \\·ar and a new public preference for granite rather than
bluestone Sixteen men were permanently emploYed under Jennings' foremanship. In the late 1920s
John Jennings and his familv vacated the house and Clifford Ely, quarryman, took up residency
\!r Jennings told the present owner, Ron La:1on, that the existing stone building was originally the
stables and the original house was adjacent. The house was demolished to make wav for a swimming
pool but the chim;ey and a stone hut still survi,·e as well as the stable buildings whic'h is now used as a
house

DESCRIPTIO:-;
The building has a simple rectangular plan with a gable roof The front walls of the building are of
squared rubble work with the side walls laid with the less formal random rubble treatment. The building
has three squareC grani~e chimneys and a shallo"; convex roofed fror.t verandah \\·ith decorative brackets
to the posts

The buiiding has bee:-: e:\tended with a ski!lion at the rear and a side sk!llion of timber construction
The building's lo"· proportions and simple form are tvpical of a construction date in the late 1850s or
earl,· 1S60s The' erandah was probably a later addnion kt is compatible with the building
The buildin£ is sic:nificant for the use of the local £ranite and the stone work of the chimneYS and facade
The relatiorlshi? ~.. ith ez;.;-]y quarrying is significant
·

REFERE:-;CES
Shire of \letcal:e Rate Books- West Riding
Information trom Rex \lcKindley, George \1ilford, Ron La\10n
\lA\l, Series 0:1 Locai IndustrY, 1907
~umber of Stone Quarries in Operation in each \!unicipal District. Statistical Registers oft he ColonY of
\':ctoria. 1871-1900
\!A.\1. :26 \la\, !SS2. 11 Julv. 1918,31 Jan 1922
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TITLE DET.-\ILS
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Barker
:\A \IE
:-.lAP REFERE'\CE BL'

Harcoun Sec 3, Lot 9

57~ 0~2

STA TDIL\T OF SIG:'i!FICA:\CE
The substantial brick house dates from the earlier period of settlement and consolidation of the Harcoun
area. lt is notable for its long and continuous occupation bv the Douglas family. one ofHarcoun's most
prominent and progressive orcharding and dairying families The house gains in significance from its
close relationship with other elements on the site such as the dairy. packing shed and orchard.
Local Significance

REC0\1.\IE:'iDA TIO:\S
\1etcalfe Planning Scheme (indi,·iduallistingl
THDIES
Honiculture. Agriculture (Dairy)

BULDI:\G DATE
1860s
PHOTOGR-\PH
FJU,f ;-;a II '!-I2
DATE 14 6 '!2

PROJECT 1\o )Y OF THE 1\AT!O!'AL ESTATE PROGRA.\lvfE 1989/90
FOR THE 1\ATIO:\AL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORJA) AND THE SHIRE OF l'v!ETC.-\LFE
B l If' .J."co:,.c ..;.':o /-:. T:r:·;,; J I 7 DR Uf.\IU.\D S1REET S()[ Ill B.~LUR~ T 3350
lELEPHO.\'E 053-317 I!_<
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HISTORY
John and James Douglas had arri,ed 1n .-\ustralia prior to I 8~0 as thev worked for \\"illiam Dawson on
the propem he leased benveen 1846 and 18-19 at \\"estern Port called Teurong
John Douglas purchased land in Harcourt in l 8~-1 Sometime between I 85-1 and I 857 he went back to
s,otland and returned to Harcourt with h1s familv. George and Ellen and their three dau\!hters In I 860
John purchased this property and in the ear!v l 860s married \!a" Dawson and called the propem
Teurong
The earliest sur\·iving rate books. record that John Douglas owned a farm in Harcourt in l 866 He was
one of many early settlers to attempt dairying, stimulated by the demand for dairv produce generated by
both the \!ount .-\Jexander and Bendigo goldfields By 187-1 he owned a house and by I 88-1 he had
e:-;tended his acreage to 270 acres During the l 870s he also planted his first fruit trees and when they
began bearing he combined orcharding with dairying with a marked degree of success A second house
was built on the orchard block in the late I 8 70s or early 1880s A photograph of this house taken in the
l 890s shows that no fruit trees were grown on this block at that time
By the early twentieth century, "Teurong", the Douglas's 25 acre orchard, was considered one of the
area's model gardens and in 1909 it featured in a Weekly Times report on the orchard industry in
Harcourt. The report highlighted the Douglas's success in combining orcharding with dairying, the
advantages of using farmvard manure as fertiliser and the orchard's continuing high vields. It also
describe-d in some detail the Douglas's" modern store house with its tiered sh~lving :large central shelf
:! a loft Among local residents John Douglas was known for his commitment to spraying In 1907 he
,prayed his trees a dozen times and the end result of 99% clean fruit was widely cited
Cpon John Douglas's death in 1927 the control of the property passed to his son John Parnham Douglas
and later again, to his other son, George Douglas The property is presently held by George's son, Ron.

DESCRIPTIO:\
The house has an earlv granite section which consists of a large Iiv·im: room and one bedroom with a
wrandah on the south side The kitchen or cool room scullei\· was Close to that verandah In the late
1860s or early 1870s the brick house was built The low pitci1ed hip roofed section at the rear ofthe
house was built in the early I 890s as a cool room for the milk and meat and also for smoking meat It
has a large fireplace
The front section of this building is a mid-Victorian brick house vvith a corrugated galvanised iron
hipped roof The building is ,·erv simple with a central front door flanked by symmetrically placed
rlouble hung windows The verandah has a shallow pitched roof and is supported on posts with small
corati,·e brackets supportmg the v·erandah beam The building has had an extension lO the rear but
appears other\v·ise substantially intact
The two storey corrugated galvanised iron clad building at the rear is probably the building described as
the "modern store house with its tiered shelvin<.:. large central shelf and a loft " This building is now in
poor condition.
-

REFEREi\CES
Shire of i\letcalfe Rate Books- \\'est Riding
Information from George \lilford, Stan Laversha, Ron Douglas and Douglas family.
\\'eeklv Times, May 15, 1909
\'lount .-\Jexander :\'!ail
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Danns Road
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STA TE\1 E:\T OF SIG\IFICA:\CE

This house is a representative example of a dwelling built by a second generation orchardist lt is t\-,:::al
of a timber villa oft he 1890s with a bull nosed verandah and square window bay

Local Significance

R.ECO\L\1 E\DA TIO:\S
\fetcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BCILDL\G D.-\ TE
cl890
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRfuYr.Y!E 1989/90.
FOR THE NATlON.Al ESTATE COO,L\!JTTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF \!ETCALFE
BY Jr JvoBS.'X' K J;,-;(;,; :!1 7 DRC\f\!0.\D STREET SOC7H R.-llLlRH 3350
7ELEPHO.\E 053-3 I 7 115

3")

HISTORY
Will tam Eagle""" one of the first to pioneer orch;Hding in the Harcourt area in 1857. Hts son,
Wtlliam Eagle JllnJOL follo11ed his father as an orchardtst. As a 1oung man he gained expenence
v1orktng for James Lanf), a successful local fruit grower and nurserv man. bdore purchastng 36
acres of his o1v11 near the reseTioir betv1een 1889-189-l. On thts propertv he planted ten acres of
frUJt trees. Earlier he had sent cases of his apples to the Coloma! and lndtan Exhibition held in
London in 1886, 11inning a bronze medal and a certificate for his e:-:hibit.

William married l\liss l\.1 M. Bro1111. a school teacher, from South Ra1 ens11ood. Thev lived all
their married life 1n the house Viilliam built at the same ttme he purchased the properiv. The
couple were very popular and a report in the local paper, written on the occasion of William's 83rd
birthday, stated that the" House of Eagle' was kno1v11 far and wide for the 11am1th of its hospitality

DESCRIPTIO:\
The large weatherboard house is distinctive for the large steeply pitched gambrel roof, clad in
corrugated galvanised iron. The roof line is relieved by a hipped roof section terminating tn a
square window bay under a gable roof The house has a bullnosed roofed 1erandah with some cast
iron decorative friezework remaining. It would appear that the original posts have been replaced
ith plain pipe poles The front facade has a cemral doorway flanked s1mmetrically by pairs of
Juble hung windo1vs.

The house is of a desib'Tl that illustrates the transition from late Victorian to Federation stvle of
housing.
The house is an example of a large timber villa house and is enhanced by its garden sening. The
garden retains many earlv tree plantings including a mature BunYa BunYa pine IArauacaria
bid\\illii) 11hich would appear to date from the tum of the century.

REFERE:\CES
Hedley James,-~ Shurr His/otT o(Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- West Riding
Caxrlemume .\fail
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Harcourt
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TITLE DETAILS:
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Barker
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The complex is significant as a substantial granite house and earlier granite cottage in the ownership of
the Ely family
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Horticulture

BUILDING DATE
1906
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM Noll/1~.15
27/lH.lY
DATE 246.92

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRA1\1ME 1989/90.
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COM1v1ITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY II'. J.KOBSASD f.:. TIIJGG 217 DRL'.\!J!OXD STREET SOLTH B."LL-IR"T J.UO
TELEPHO.\E 053-317 115

~I

HISTORY
This ratebooks indicate that this site was the property of John Eh in 188-+, when he paid rates on a
house valued at £.:).
John :'vfalcolm Ely was probably the son of either William or Henry Ely, two brothers who pioneered
arc harding in the Harcourt area The present granite house appears to have been constructed or
updated in 1906 ..
Hedley James, local historian states that this house was constructed by John Malcolm Ely in 1906. The
Ely family owned several properties in the area and little information regarding this particular property
has been located through the ratebooks.

DESCRIPTION
The date of 1906 for construction or major upgrading of the house appears consistent with the style and
decoration of the building. The house is of squared coursed granite with a hipped roof of corrugated
galvanised iron. The bull nosed return verandah is supported on timber posts with cast iron decorative
brackets and frieze.
The house is of a characteristic Victorian style with the central front door and sidelights flanked by
double hung windows. The building is signif1cant for the use of local granite
The adjacent low ceilinged building also of granite would appear to have been the earlier dwelling on the
··e The use of six paned windows and the solid construction would be highly unusual for a shed.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short His/VIJ' of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Shire oflV!etcalfe Rate Books - West Riding

Assessed b,y
\V. Jacobs/K Twigg

Assessment Date
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Cnr Dann's Road and Craigie Road

FORMER NAME:

Ely House

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The house and the surrounding property have high significance for their association with the beginnings
of the fruit industry in Harcourt . This industry became important not just on a local level but on a state
level with Harcourt contributing 30% of the state's production of apples in 1907 The site is also a verv
early example of a land selection in the Shire and its location with access to Mount Alexander's
streamlets and springs, is indicative of the importance of a reliable water supply before the introduction
of the Coliban Water Scheme.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

BUILDING DATE

THEMES

cl860s

Horticulture

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 11/16
27/20.2 I
DATE 2~.6. 92

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAJv!ME I989/90.
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VlCTORJA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY H: .!.-:COBSASD J.: Twu_;c

217 DRDL\!0.\'D STREET SOCTH BALL4RAT 3350

TELEP/10.\E 053-317 115

HISTORY

William Eagle and William and Henry Ely migrated to Australia from England in the early 1850s and
worked together on the Che>V1on gold fields Abandoning the goldfields in 1857, they bought a 36 acre
block at auction near the Western slopes of:V1ount Alexander and divided the block into three lots of 12
acres lt is on this land that the Harcourt orchard industry is said to have had its beginnings. ln reality
the three men were probably similar to many other small farmers who settled near the gold fields and
planted a variety of fruit trees and vegetables in order to cater for the miners demand for fresh produce.
The difference may have lain in William Eagle's acquisition of a large number of fruit trees from
Greensborough around 1860 before these were generally available in the Mount Alexander area. By
happy chance, apple trees flourished in the granitic soil and, since the Elys and Eagles had planted a
sufficient quantity to prove profitable, their example was quickly imitated. The property was known as
l\1ount Alexander Orchard.
The twelve acre block on which the present house is sited was the land originally purchased by Henry
Ely. The rate books list a house on the property at least as early as 1872. Henry Ely moved closer to
Harcourt in 1890 and James and Sarah Jane Warren took up residence in the house (Sarah Jane had been
an Ely before her marriage). It was at this time that the house was named Cairn Warren.
James and Sarah had fifteen children and after Sarah's death in 190 I, James married Annie Lang and
they reared another three children. James Warren was instrumental in arranging the export of apples
from the Harcourt area, working for a German exporter.

vESCRIPTION

The small size of the rooms and simplicity of the interior indicates that the house was built in the 1860s
or 1870s. The brick and stone house has a hipped roof clad now in corrugated galvanised iron. The
roof extends to form an encircling verandah. The verandah decoration is missing.
A photograph in the possession of the present owners shows that the building was extended to
accommodate the many children during the occupation of the Warren family. The extension took the
form of a timber wing on the north side of the extant building. This wing was later demolished. and the
granite footings of the wing are still visible in the garden.
The building is substantially intact and relates to the early period of occupation of the district

REFEREI'<CES
Hedley James, A Short HisiOI)' of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Warren family history material
Fruit World of Australasia, July 10, !918
A short hist01y of Harcourt compiled by J. B. Warren, W. E. James and John Stewart, 1910
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The house is significant as the response by Harcourt's largest fruit grower, to the prosperity generated
by orcharding. The original granite farmhouse became one of the largest and most imposing houses in
the area and its extension over time reflects the rising fortunes of the Williams family as they moved
from dry land farming to orcharding.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES

BUILDING DATE

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONt\L ESTATE PROGRAM!v!E !989/90.
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMlv!ITIEE (VlCTORJA) ~'!D THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
Br If' .!.<CUBSA.\D K. TWIGG 217 DRUL\!OSD STREET SOC TH BALL~R~T 3350
TELEPHO.\E 053-317 115

HISTORY
In 1874, William Lloyd Williams is recorded as the owner of 109 acres and a house at Harcourt During
the 1880s, in common w·ith many other Harcourt farmers, he began planting fruit trees and by 1909 W L
Williams and Sons had an orchard of sixty acres - the largest in the district. At this time they provided
over 300 cases weekly to the up-country market. They also grew cherries with a great deal of success.
William's sons, William junior and Ellis continued to run the orchard, after their father's death. The
house was recorded as the "homestead" in the rate books and may have been extended in the early
twentieth century - the beginning of a prosperous period for orchardists. It is said that granite for the
house and out buildings was obtained from a quarry on the property and built by one of the Williams
family. This may have been a mason by the name of Frederick Williams who was operating in Harcourt
during the nineteenth century.

DESCRIPTION
The main part of the granite house is similar to others constructed in the area being a basic rectangle
with a hipped roof and symmetrically placed windows either side of the front door and the building
protected by a verandah. The main granite section has rendered chimneys. This simple mid Victorian
style takes on a local characteristic due to the granite walls.
The value of the building changed from £40 to £I 00 between 1900 and 1905 which would indicate that
tensions were made at this time and given the detailing of the rendered wing with the bow fronted bay
,. mdow, this could have been constructed during this period. The turned timber verandah posts are also
characteristic of the early 1900s. There have been other additions to the granite section in
weatherboard.
Adjacent to the main house is a separate granite building with a gable roof and brick chimney. This may
have been a separate kitchen or an earlier house on the site. The side wall has a timber springing plate
which appears to indicate that a timber framed roof structure was attached to the building. The walls
have suffered from movement in the foundation material with large cracks indicating rotation of the
footings.
The house is significant as the response by Harcourt's largest fruit grower, to the prosperity generated
by orcharding. It is one of the largest and most imposing granite houses in the area and its extension
over time reflects the rising fortunes of the Williams family.

REFERENCES
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- West Riding
Information from George Milford, Stan Laversha, Rex Warren
"Castlemaine and Districts Industries- Harcourt Fruit", Mount Alexander Mail, 1909
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The Oak Forest contains rare plantings of mature oak trees It is significant as a communitv landc: 3 r;:
and popular recreational area. Its creation as an experimental ,-enture. partly aimed at im·estigating t~e
commercial potential ofvalonia oak. reflects the concern of the Lands Department during the 1890s :o
deve!op alternati\·e industries.
Local Significance
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HISTORY
Dc:~ing --"'-'"!USt 1900. the Lands Depanmem planted se,·eral acres of oaks at the foot of\ lour.:
.-'Je:-cander 2: a place known locallv as Picnic Gully During this period the \·atonia oak" as recei,·ing a
great d~!al of publicity due to the great commercial Yalue of its acorns for tanning purposes \\"att!e bark
had traditio::Jaltv been used but this was becoming more difficult to obtain The \'alonia acorn was said
to be super:or ,;e,·en to the best black ,,·artie bark'' and was in great demand at £15- £20 a ton It was
anwed locallv that since the best valonia came from the mountainous countf\· in Snia which was in
many respecis similar to :'>lount .-'Je"ander, the area should be well suited to.its grcm1h The
e:-cperimemal plantation at Picnic Gully included a large number of valonia oaks but a variety of other
species as well Intermediate rows of Elms were also planted to protect the Oaks until they were of
sufficient height to afford their own protection. A similar plantation was established in \'lynleford at the

same time

Eleven years later it was reported that rhe gro\\1h of the plantation had been very sJo,,·, many of the
trees refusing to start at all. While some of the oaks had become well established, such as an oak from
East China n-ot previously cultivated in Victoria, the valonia was dubbed by many as a dismal failure.
The failure was attribured in large measure to fact that Picnic Gully did not have adequate drainage.
Subsequently the forestry Depanment concentrated on plantmg the more profitable pinus insignus on
the surrounding slopes.

DESCRIPTIO:\
\fature plamings of rare oak trees including algerian oak (Quercus acutissima) and bristle-tipped oak
(Quercus canariensis) covering a large area on the west slope ofi'vlount Alexander. Other e.,otic
plantings are included around the main stand of oaks.

REFERL\CES
James, A. Shon History of Harcourt. Harcour1 Heritage Centre
\!A...\1, 1900; 20 Julv. 1911
Forestry Commissio-n Tourist Pamphlet
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TITLE DETAILS
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High Street

FORMER NA:\IE:

H. McDougall General Store

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Hampson house and remains of the Hampson store are imponant elements in the streetscape of
Harcoun. The house is a characteristic early twentieth century design but is unusual because of the use
of local grey granite. The slate, granite, brick and weatherboard store building links back to the 1870s
commercial developments in Harcoun and the store was an imponant pan of the commercial life of
Harcoun for more than 50 years The use of slate is unusual in Harcoun.

Local Signiticance

RECOMMEND.-\ TIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Community Life, Towns (Commercial)

BUILDING DATE
1870s, 1900s
PHOTOGR.\PH
FILM l\:o. 10;2~
DATE 24 o ~2

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL EST ATE PROGRAM:V!E 1989/90.
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE CO!v!MlTTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
Br 1r .f"·os::.~\DK T<rrc;c; 217 [)Rf:\C\10.\'D STRF.FJ SUL'Tlf BALURAT 3350
TELLPHO.\E 053-3r I 15

HISTORY
The I 872 ratebook lists John Hampson as having a store at Barkers Creek. In I 87.:1 he has relocated to
Harcourt wnere he is listed as a storekeeper and owner of a store By 1888 the listing in the ratebook
has altered to store and land This description continued until I 90 I when John Hampson is paving rates
on the allotments adjoining the store and the shop and a dwelling hav·e been acquired by Charles Pascoe,
storekeeper. In I 906 the rates were paid by\\' Baldwin as storekeeper and Charles Pascoe is the
owner. In 19 I 0 the storekeeper was John Stuart Between 1911 and 1921 Harold !VIc Dougall was the
owner and storekeeper.
George Vlilford relates that the store was "the" general store in Harcourt and that his grandmother
Esther Peeler worked there between 1902 and 1904 The store was in front of the stone shed, next to
the present house. The stone shed was used as a store house for goods
Before World War 2 the house and store were surrounded by orchards The land surrounding this site
was only subdivided after the war.

DESCRIPTION
-··e granite house is a design typical of the style and decoration popular in the early decades of the
, ,,-entieth century. It could be the house for which rate where paid in 190 I and could possibly have been
built by Charles Pascoe
The building has a steeply pitched hip roof covering the major section of the house with a gable roof
intersecting at the front. The verandah roof is a continuation of the main roof The gable front wall is
decorated with timber strapping and has a centrally placed window opening with a large granite sill. The
windows are a pair of casements with fixed lights above and are protected by a window hood with
decorative brackets and fascia.
The verandah roof is supported on square timber posts with carved timber brackets of a sinuous art
nouveau pattern. The frieze is of plain timer slats with a beam above and below.
The chimneys are of brick with simple corbelled brick decoration.
The building is characteristic of the early twentieth century but is an unusual example as it is built of the
local grey granite,
The adjoining stone shed is all that remains of Hampson's Store and its construction of slate, granite and
·.:k indicates that it was constructed by Hampson in I 874 or may even ha,·e been on the site when he
u~gan shop keeping in Harcourt. The end wall of weatherboards indicates that at one time it was
connected to the shop or was a longer structure. The texture of the slate stone wall with the brick and
granite sections is unusual in Harcourt.
·
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MAP NAME: Chewton
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ADDRESS:
FO~"\-IER

Cnr of High Street and Wright Street

NAME:

National Bank Agencv

STA TEl'\IENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This simple rectangular rendered brick building was constructed in 1912 as the Harcourt Office of the
National Bank. The building has housed the Post Office since 1943 The building is significant as an
example of the commercial buildings in Harcourt

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Transport/Communications (Postal services)

BUILDING DATE
1912
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 10/29
DATE 2~ 6.92
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HISTORY
Harcourt's first post oftice functioned from the Talbot Inn in 1858, under the charge ofJoseph
Williamson. In 1861, Henry Hayden, was given permission to combine his duties as head teacher at the
Harcourt School, with those of post master A mail list for 1862 shows that mail was conveyed "To and
from Kyneton Railway Station and Sandhurst by way ofMalmsbury, Taradale, Elphinstone, Chewton,
Castlemaine, Barker's Creek, Harcourt, Ravenswood, Big Hill and Kangaroo Flat. The service operated
six times a week, the mail being carried by coach.
Around 1883 the post office was transferred to Mrs Guthrie's residence (the former Harcourt Hotel) on
the corner of High Street and Bridge Street and Mrs Guthrie continued to act as post mistress until
1914. In 1915 G. McLean was appointed the new post master and a new post office building together
with a residence, was erected in High Street. The Post Office operated from here until 1943 when it
was transferred to the current building which had been the National Bank Branch Office since 1912.
This had ceased trading and was vacant. Wilfred Smith was the first post master appointed to the new
post office.

DESCRIPTION
The current Post Office building is a rendered brick building with a hipped roof behind a small flat
parapet. The building is constructed to the street boundary and has rendered quoins to mark the corners
and simple rendered architraves around the door and window. The building appears to have been
nstructed in 19I2 as a branch of the National Bank. Early photographs show the building sitting
amongst orchards. The only changes are the removal of the raised lettering in the parapet "The National
Bank of Australasia", the addition of the skillion roofed porch and the addition of the concrete steps in
front of the window.
The building is a simple but solid building and its scale reflects the beginnings of growth in Harcourt in
the early twentieth century when the commerce of the town required a branch bank but on a small scale.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Post Office Historian- Public Relations Section, 1973
Information from George Milford, Sybil James
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TITLE DETAILS

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
By I 914 many of Harcoun's struggling agricultural settlements had been replaced by flourishing
orchards and residents were beginning to envisage Harcoun as the new orcharding centre of the State.
The transformation of the "Reserve" into "Stanley Park", coinciding with the visit of the Governor of
Victoria to open the Central Fruit Growers Conference, clearly illustrates this new found town pride
The Soldier Monuments and memorial tree planting mark the Park as a place where community values
continued to be expressed. The segmentation of the Park has somewhat reduced it landscape
significance although the Bunya Bunya pines, cedars and palms remain notable features.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

BVILDING DATE

THEl\IES

1914

Honiculture (Parks)

PHOTOGR.\PH
FILM No.I on 1-2
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HISTORY
This area was initially known simply as the Reserve but in September 191-l. Sir Arthur Stanley
(Governor of\'ictoria 191-l-1920) came to Harcourt to participate in the 18th conference of the Central
Fruit Growers Association. :-.:ursery man, James Lang. donated two Bunya-Bunya Pines. and these were
planted in the Reserve. one by Sir Arthur Stanley and the other by the Han H S W Lawson. The
Reserve was renamed Stanley Park, in the Governor's honour and in officially renaming the park, Sir
Arthur Stanley commented that "It was a good thing to have plenty of parks and although the country
was open enough now, some day when Harcourt became a great city (laughter) they would be thankful
at having preserced spaces ofland". The Park was subsequently planted more extensively with a variety
of plants including cedars and palms. A native gum tree, with a scarred trunk, (known locally as the
canoe tree) was retained This tree is thought to date back before white settlement
A Soldiers lvlemorial was erected in the Park in 19:21 after the 1914-1918 War It was made of local
granite donated by ivlr Jenkin of Blight's Quarry and constructed by Wilson and Co of Bendigo A
granite gateway was later erected to honour the men of the 1939-1945 War
The Reserve was divided into three segments when the Calder Highway's route through the town was
straightened.

DESCRIPTION
The reserve was initially a large area but has been divided into three sections and reduced by road works
and the construction of the Harcourt Motel and .ANA Hall. The plantings in the gardens which relate to
the development of the reserve early in the twentieth century include the two Bunya Bunya pines
(Armrcaria B~<nril/ii) one of which is marked by a plaque: "These Bunya Bunya (Auracaria bidwillii)
was presented by ivlr. 1 Lang and planted on the 15th September 1914 by the Governor of Victoria Sir
Arthur Lyulph Stanley. He named this park Stanley Park the first park to be created in the Metcalfe
Shire. This plaque was unvailed(sic) by the Metcalfe Shire President Cr. Jan Cochran on the 15th
October 1989 to commemorate the 75th anniversary of Stanley Park." There are also Trachycmpus
fiJJ·tutteit. f'thernum linus, Cupressus mw:rucaJ]Ja and Pi1111s canariensis dating from this period. The
granite pillars commemorating the 1939-45 war have plantings of roses and cypress (Stumps only)
associated with them. Various F:uca~1plus are marked by small plaques relating to more recent wars
Other plantings include !'in us species, Cedrus &odura, Cedrus atlantica, Wmhingtoniafilifernr
Stanley Park is important as the f1rst park set aside in the Shire of Metcalfe and for the retained mature
plantings and the memorial nature of the trees and objects within the park. lt is a central element in the
aracter of Harcourt.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A .\17orl History '!f Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
'V!A;\:! Sept 16 191-l
Francine Gilfedder and Associates, Landscape Sites Assessment Report, t>.!etcalfe Shire, 1993
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Cnr High and Bridge Sts
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ST.-\ TEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The building. sited adjacent to the early creek crossing, is significant for its link with the gold rushes
period when Harcourt was just a wayside stop for travelling diggers. The variety of uses to which the
building has been put ·hotel, monumental masons' yard, post oftice, bank, sawmill ·add considerably to
its interest and point to the advantages of its central location.

Local Significance

RECOMMEND.-\ TIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

THEi\IES
Towns (Commercial, Residential), Transport/Communications (Postal)

BVILDI'iG DATE
c 1850s
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HISTORY
The lirst reference to a building on this site is in 1855 when a two storeved brick hotel is recorded on the
corner of High Street and Bridge Street under the charge of publican, Edward \lartin. It was a prime
position for a hotel being on the main Castlemaine- Sandhurst goldfields road and opposite the bridge
o,·er Barker's Creek. A. toll gate stood just over the bridge on the rise on the west side of the creekThe Harcourt Hotel was certainly one of the buildings observed by William Kelly in I 85 8 when he
recorded that he passed through "a spick and span town called Harcourt. comprised of three large
brand-new hotels only" In 1856 Thomas Reading had the license for the Hotel and by 1860 it had
passed to John Slattery Elizabeth Fisher was operating the Hotel in 1875 but by 1877 it was up for
sale
George Ferries. a monumental mason from Scotland, had established a business in Harcourt in 1875, in
order to take advantage of the locally quarried granite. He purchased the Harcourt Hotel site and
operated a monumental yard from the rear while living in the hotel. He established a steam cutting plant
and polisher and dressed granite from Blight's quarry into a wide selection of "obelisks, tablets and
columns". After George Ferris' death his sons, Duncan and Alexander, took over the business and in
1891 the f1rm moved to Castlemaine.
In 1892 "v!rs Jane Guthrie took possession of the building and ran the post office from the front rooms
untill915. After 1920 there were several tenants and for some years the Primary Producers Bank was
conducted from the old post office rooms. In the mid 1930s Ernest ivlartin conducted a sawmill at the
rear of the building. He later sold to Harry and Mabel Guest.

DESCRIPTION
The existing building is a single storeyed building of rendered brick with rendered quoin work and a
hipped roof The front of the building is now screened by large trees. The side eli try door has a semicircular fanlight. The building is of a simple mid-Victorian style and the existing building may contain
the ground tloor of the brick building as described in 1855 or may have replaced that building in the
1860s or 1870s.
The siting of the building on the main road between goldf1elds next to the creek crossing is evocative of
the early days of the development in the area. The use as a hotel which ceased trading in the 1870s
illustrates the change in character of the area from a staging post to the goldfields to the settled
orcharding area with a strong Rechabite influence. The building is a substantial mid-Victorian element in
the Harcourt Township.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short Histot)' ojBarcrmrt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Hedley James, LJo You Rememher 0 Harcourt Heritage Centre
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- West Riding
Information from Svbil James
William Kelly- Lif~ in Victoria 1858 p 183
MAM 26 ivlay 1882
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NAME: Langdale
ADDRESS: Lang's Road

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP NAc\IE: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE Bli 576 984

FORNIER ;'I;AME:

STATEl\IENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Langdale - comprising a granite residence, storing and packing sheds, remnant planting and a
surrounding orchard - is a rare example of a nineteenth century orchard complex. The remains of a red
brick storage shed are indicative of the farm's development in the early years of fruit growing at
Harcourt and before the introduction of orchard co-operatives. Langdale is closely associated with
James Lang, the Shire's most influential orchardist and a horticulturist of state-wide reputation. The
property is also of interest as the site of Lang's Talbot Nursery which, during the 1860s, contributed to
the establishment of gardens throughout central Victoria. Some early plantings which survive - an
enormous liquidambar, a bunya-bunya pine and cypress pines - may date from this period
State Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Register of the National Estate, Historic Buildings
Council Register
BUILDING DATE
1874

THEMES
Horticulture

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No.26/29-33
DATE 2~.Y.92
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HISTORY
James Lang was born in Coatbridge, Scotland in 1845 and arrived in Victoria with his parents in 1852.
His mother and brothers selected land at Harcourt in 1858 and in his :vlemoirs, James records that at this
time "there were no fences from Mr D L Jones, Faraday right down to Harcourt". The present granite
homestead was built in the 1860s.
In 1861 James, together with his two older brothers, Samuel and William, started the Talbot Nursery
principally growing fruit trees, shrubs and flowers. Order books record sales to buyers as far afield as
Echuca, St Kilda and !\'lysia. The Langs also sold seedlings on the goldfields. An experimental orchard
of two acres was planted with plums, apples, pears, peaches and apricots and James developed a special
interest in cultivating chrysanthemums and daffodils, which he retained all his life
In 1865 William and Samuel left Harcourt leaving twenty year old James in sole charge of the property.
Having observed the suitability of the soil for fruit trees, James began to specialise in orcharding. This
interest was encouraged when, in 1869, he married the daughter of Henry Ely, a pioneer offruit growing
in Harcourt.
James Lang was also one of the first in the area to beneftt from irrigation when, in 1881, a spur channel
from the Coliban Main Channel to the Specimen Gully area, was built along the top of his orchard. By
1888, James had 25 acres under orchard. He had a clean and airy double storey storing room and an
apparatus for reliable irrigation.
· · •mes Lang was influential in promoting the early export offruit. In 1886 he (along with William Eagle
und Henry Ely) sent a selection of apples to the Indian and Colonial Exhibition in London. The apples
arrived in such good condition that Lang received a silver medal from the Royal Horticultural Society of
London for the best collection of apples. This stimulated the beginnings of what was to expand into a
lucrative export trade for Harcourt.
James Lang also played a leading role in the public life of Harcourt. He was made a Justice of the Peace
in 1887 and was a member of the Metcalfe Shire Council for twelve years and chairman of the Harcourt
Water Trust for four years. He became a director of the Victorian Orchardists Cooperative Association
and was appointed to the Pomological Committee of Australia by the Victorian government James read
widely and retained his early interest in horticulture. He was a life member of the Royal Horticultural
Society and frequently travelled to Melbourne to give lectures He served as vice president for two
years and was a member of the Committee of Management for twelve years.
James' horticultural knowledge led him to experiment with many different varieties of apples and at one
time he admitted to having 400 varieties in his orchard. By 1907 his orchard had increased to forty
acres, making him one of the largest orchardists in the Harcourt area.

DESCRIPTION
he Langs selected the land in Harcourt in 1858
The present house was built in 1874 is of local granite and in common with other granite buildings in the
area is of a conservative mid- Victorian design with a central doorway with flanking timber double hung
windows and a return verandah. The roof is a hipped roof ofM-formation now clad in corrugated iron.
The return verandah has had its original posts replaced by round metal posts and any timber or iron
decoration removed. The verandah floor has been replaced with concrete. The garden around the
house is not formal and there is no evidence of any formal layout. The site contains the granite house, a
working orchard, a number of mature ornamental trees and outbuildings including a stable with shingled
roof The mature trees include a very tall Liquidambar (Liquidamhar s(vracijlua) which is notable.

REFERENCES
1"ictoria and its Metropolis, 1888
l11e Fruit World of Australasia, 10 July 1918
Information from Cameron Lang
MAt\!! articles
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
This brick house built by a local orchardist, Jack Smith, on his marriage, expresses the prosperity
Harcourt orchardists had enjoyed during the 1920s

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
l\1etcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Towns (Residential)

BUILDING DATE
!932-1934
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 11'19
DATE 2.!6.92
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HISTORY
Jack Smith, a local orchardist, built this brick house when he was married in the 1920s.

DESCRIPTIO!'~'

The house is an intact between wars residence of face brickwork with intersecting tiled gable roofs The
verandah roof is supported on paired cast cement pillars. The brick and wrought iron fence marked v.1th
pillars and beam with the name "Tarran Court" at the driveway complement and completes the design.
The use of patterned brickwork in the verandah wall and the choice of substantial materials expresses
the prosperity and faith in the booming orchading industry in the years between the wars. The house is a
substantial and intact example of a prosperous residence of this era.

REFERE:'IICES
Information from Sybil James
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STAT£:\IL\T OF SIG\IFIC\:\C£
The triswnometrical station is used for the accurate survevina of the region It is also sismif1cant as a
commL~nity landmark. The granite structure has been a sign to generatTons of walking panies that the
top of the :viount had been reached.
Local Significance
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HISTORY
In 1876 a newspaper repon srared that the geodetrical survey mound. known locally as the ''fla'!staff'
had been erected on the top of\lount Alexander "about twenty vears ago in the ce~tre of a pile -of
stones" CenainiY, records cont!nn that observations were made from \loum AJexander at least as earl\'
as 1867 The first mound was made of wood with a conical weatherboard top. By 1876 this had tallen'
into disrepair and was replaced by a solid granite cairn. Picnickers enjoying the Queen's Birthday
holiday. took part in a small opening ceremony tor the new cairn and :vliss :V!athews and \•!iss Richards
assisted in laying the granite block. The centre of the new sur·,..ey mound was adopted as a
Trigonometrical point about the late 1930s. Local residents remember that the cairn was always a
welcome sign that the top oL\Iount Alexander had been reached.

DESCRIPTIOl\

REFERE:'iCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Mount Alexander :Vlail, May 24 1876
Geodetric Branch Records, Department of Crown Lands and Survey
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TITLE DETAILS:

STATEMENT OF SIGl\IFICANCE
This quarry is of high significance for its direct connection with the Harcourt granite industry which durin
the last decades of the nineteenth century was the major supplier of granite in the state. It has pro,·ideJ
granite for such well known structures as F1inders Street Station, Parliament House in Canberra and the
lohn Flynn Memorial in Alice Springs. At a local !eve!, the quarry was an important employer of labor.
also encouraged the local use of granite in building and monumental construction, givina the nineteenth
century built environment of the area a character distinct from any other in the Shire.
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HISTORY
James Blight \\cS born into a quarrving family in England in 183-1 and migrated to \'ictoria in 1S:':'
During the construction of the railway from I 859-1862 he fomted a cooperative party to sup ph the
conuactors with surtace granite On completion of the railway in 1862 he initially continued to quarrv
surtace granite but opened up deep quarries on the lower slopes of .\fount .-'Je.xander in 1865 The ·
granite obtained from these quarries rapidly gained a reputation for quality and was used for dozens of
monumental and building projects in Victoria and interstate, including the Burke and \\'ills .\femorial and
Flinders Street Station in .\felbourne
In 1887 it was even reported that Joseph Blight had arranged to send fifteen foot granite blocks to
Aberdeen in Scotaland where such lengths could not be obtained, although the success of this venture is
not recorded. During the 1880s and (S90s Blight's granite quarry became the largest supplier ofgrantie
in the state. The easy availabiltity of granite also stimulated a proliferation of granite buildings in the
Harcourt area.
Initially granite was supplied to three different monumental yards in Sandhurst for polishing but in 1875
George Ferries established a monumental yard and polishing works in Harcourt. The business was taken
over by .Alexander Guthrie in 1892 and several hands were employed. The granite quarries offered an
important source of employment for local residents but although up to fifty men could be employed for a
large order - such as the tram track paving for Bendigo in 1901 - the labor force could be reduced to as
little as four when orders were low. Carters were often in particular demand as the all granite had to be
carted two miles to the Harcourt Railway Station. Local myth claims that it took eight weeks and sixty
bullock drays and horse teams to transport a 35 ton block of stone intended for the Burke and Wills
·femorial, to the Harcourt station.
Joseph Blight died in 1897 but the quarry continued to operate as J Blight and Co under the
management initially of John Jennings and then of Joseph Jenkins. The company boomed during the
early 1920s with the enormous demand for monumental work generated by the war and a new public
preference for granite rather than bluestone.
By the 1980s, four quarries were working on Mount .Alexander
Newspaper reports (not comprehensive) show Blight's Quarries supplving granite for
Burke and Wills i\'Iemorial, Melbourne ( 1863)
Queensland trade; Memorial for Hon WJT Clarke, Melbourne (1 87-1)
Brisbane Graving Dock (1878)
Princess Bridge (1887)
New York Insurance Company, Melbourne (1893)
Roman Catholic Cathedral, Bendigo (1 897)
Mort's graving dock, Balmain, Sydney; Ball and Welch's warehouse. Flinders Street, \Ielbourne (I 899)
Tram Track Paving, Bendigo ( 1901)
. Flinders Street Railway Station; Burns Memorial, Sydney, Queen's \Iemorial, Sydney ( 1905)
1allarat Soldiers Memorial ( 1906)
South .A.frican !v!emorial, Melbourne ( !922)

DESCRIPTIO X
.A..n abandoned granite quarry, the stone discolored with age. The retangular blocks on the floor of the
quarry illustrate one of the features of Harcourt granite, which was its tendency to split readily and
evenly in a vertical direction and to peel off in planes approximately parallel to the ground surface. Thus
from an apparently solid mass of granite, rectangular blocks could be readily prepared. Jospeph Blight
estimated that although he paid twice the wages of his counterparts in .-\berdeen, he could deliver the
granite at one quarter of their price due to the ease of splitting and squaring the Harcourt granite

REFEREi'ICES
Hedley James, Do You Remember'', Harcourt Heritage Centre
Mount Alexander tv!ail
The Granite Industry. ~v!AM, 1907
Article by Joseph Jenkins, ;viA\{ !925
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STATDIE:\T OF SIG\"IFIC.-\\"CE
These ruins are signiticant as the site of one of the most unusual enterorises oursued in the region durin'-!
the nineteenth ce;turv- that of silk worm farming The ,-enture ''as also unloue in that it was headed b~
a woman and was int.ended to be run by women, -providing respectable empio}·ment for them outside the
home. The site has strong aesthetic qualities and is considered a community landmark.
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HISTORY
In 1873 \Irs Bladen :-\eill was a wealthy English "Oman who was widowed in \!elbourne where her
husband was killed by a fall irom a horse She had a strong commitment to the development oi a silk
worm industry offering gainful employment 10 women and she established the Vicwrian Ladies'
Sericu!ture Company Limited The venture had the support of the \'ictorian government which, in
l 865, had voted £5000 to be spent on the encouragement of new industries including that of silk
production and had also heard the potential of a sericu!ture industry as outlined in a l 871 Royal
Com mission on Foreign Industries
The Company, with 300-400 shareholders, was granted two reserves- one on the slopes of:V!ount
.Alexander and the other near the Harcourt Reservoir. These were gazetted in September 1873 and
totalled I 000 acres. However initially only ten acres on the slopes of Mount Alexander were fenced and
planted "ith mulberries. A. "pretty" cottage was erected for the lady manageress of the farm, with
various outbuildings and to the west of the cottage a magnanerie was built for the feeding and breeding
of silkworms (after the failure of the Sericu!ture Farm the magnanerie was shifted on!O Mc,\'!ahon's farm
at Sutton Grange and used to house sixty milking cows).
However the venture quickly encountered difficulties. Local residents objected to Commons land beina
alienated for what they considered a foreign and foolish enterprise and there were accusations that wo~d
was being sold from the reserves and the land used for purely speculative purposes. The roads to the
Reserve were very bad and the Metcalfe Shire Council would not immediately improve them. Most
importantly, at the Sericulture Farm, workers were finding that the granitic soil and the harsh winter
rosts were not suited to the gro"th of mulberries. In February 1877, the Sericulture Farm was
abandoned. Not to be defeated, Mrs Neill moved the mulberry trees and silkworms to the outskirts of
Corowa, establishing another silk worm farm but with as little success. She died from the result of burns
from upsetting a kerosene lamp in 1884 at the residence of Dr. Barker in Melbourne.

DESCRIPTIO\'
The Sericulture Reserve has been overplanted as a pine plantation and all that remains of the enterprise
are the ruins of the two granite buildings, the ruins of a brick chimney, granite paving and some remnant
garden plantings. The more intact of the ruined buildings is rectangular shaped building constructed from
local Harcourt granite with a gable roof. The entry door was to one side of the building with two
windows in the same facade looking down the slope of Mount Alexander. There are the remains of a
large fireplace at one end and the remaining gable wall opposite has a small window opening suggesting
that there was a loft in the roof space. There was a door and window in the other long side of the
building. The other ruins are only two courses of swnes high and appear to have been of a two roomed
c5ranite building with an aisle on the north west side. It may have had a brick chimney The ruins as they
stand in the gloom of the pine plantation, are a romantic reminder of an exotic failed horticultural
experiment

REFERE\'CES
Royal Commission on Foreign Industries. VPP 1871, No 60 v 3 and 1871, No 6, Vo13
Board appointed to consider claims for reward or premiums VPP 1867 I st session No?. Vol 3
Marilyn Bennet, An Abortive Industry of the 1870s- A Silk Worm Farm at Harcourt- compiled from
articles in the Mount Alexander Mail.
Results of a survey at the Mount ."Jexander silk work farm, prepared for the ivlaritime and Historical
.-\rchaeology Unit, Department of Planning and Development 1993
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STA TE:\IENT OF SIGMFICAI\CE
Much of the appeal of Mount Alexander has always lain in its abiliry to offer views of the surrounding
countryside and the opportunity to place settlements and fanns into their broader landscape perspecti1·e.
Lang's Lookout is significant as one of the most popular vanrage points on the mountain and a pbce of
strong community identiftcation
Local Signiftcance
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HISTORY
In a relatively flat landscape. :'1-!ount ..\Jexander has always been sought as a place where views of the
surrounding countryside might be obtained In 1836 :'1-!ajor :'1-!itchellleft the rest of his party, taking onlv
a guide. in order to ride to the summit of this "friendly hill". He was rewarded with a splendid ,·iew and
the opportunity to survey the country ahead He wrote in his notes, " A country fully as promising as
the fine region we had left was embraced in my view from that point. I perceived long patches of open
plain. intespersed \\ith forest hills and low woody ranges."
Following the discovery of gold at Forest Creek in 1851 picnic parties frequently wended their way to
the top of the \!ount to admire the views. A correspondednt to the local paper in 1884 described the
efforts of his party to walk from Harcourt to the summit oft he :VIount. In the end only he and a friend
succeeded in reaching the summit but the "splendid" view showing "thick dense bush dotted at intevals
with farms and clearings which looked just like mere brown patches in the forest of trees" was seen to
have made the climb worthwhile.
A favorite place for obtaining a clear view to the north and east of the mountain was at Lang's Lookout.
This point was named Lang's Lookout in 1928 after I. H. Lang who, as vice-president of the Automobile
Club of Castlemaine, was instrumental in initiating the tourist road across l\lount Alexander.

DESCRIPTIO:\
A relatively level piece of ground, not far from the summit. From here a clear view to the north and east
may be obtained. It is possible to see Redesdale, Heathcote and Sutton Grange and on a clear day, even
Bendigo may be visible.

REFERE:\CES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Information from George idilford
Shire of:'v!etcalfe Rate Books- West Riding
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STA TDIE\T OF SIG\IFICA:"iCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversitv in the des:~~
and materials of buildings and structures tvlaterials range from bluestone and granite to.monochrorr;-e
and bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge a~d
viaduct designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whi!s:
the scale of the viaducts compares with the Geelong ·Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is importanr
also as an expression of the importance in capturing the :vlurray River and Riverina trade for the Po;-; 0 :·
Melbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldtields in the I 860s. The route 0 ;·
the line recalls the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the
Colony's largest single endeavour of its time
State Significance
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HISTORY

In June of 1 8:':: the ~lelbourne ~fount Alexander and ~lurray Rinr Railway Companv was oromulgated
to build a main line of railwav from ~lelbourne to ~fount ..>Jexander and the ~!urrav R_i,·er ai Echuca
Its inability to raise funds led. to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the. formation of the
\'ictorian Railways Department during the same year The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
throuoh the Shire of~letcalie was opened in 1862 The significance ofthe line is due to the extant
struct~res and their number and diversitv The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
struct~res, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quam·in£ industrv.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline v.ithin ihe Shire:
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the ven_ue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontractin£, for the direct 1mportat10n of mdentured German masons to undercut locallv established
conditions-and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
In December 1862 the Mount Alexander Mail reported that contractors Dalrymple and Simmie had been
appointed to complete a "a passenger station, goods shed and other works" at Harcourt at a cost of
£4159/13/0. Harcourt at this time was little more than a hamlet of struggling settlers. In the first
decade, traffic through the railway station was so small that in 1868 it was threatened with closure and
'nly a public meeting organised by indignant local residents, saved it. The residents' stand was quickly
,ustified as the easy access the railway provided to markets, made possible the rapid grow1h of the fruit
and oranite industry in the following decades. Indeed forty years later, the station was described as a
hive "of activity and fruit growers complained that the siding provided by the Railway Department was
far too small to accommodate the trucks required. In response to theses complaints £2134 was spent in
1914 effecting improvements to the Railway station.
At the turn of the century the railway formed a major centre of activity. A cool store, packing shed,
general engineering shop, a case factory and sawmill clustered close to the railway, mechanical cranes
for loading granite blocks stood alongside the sidings and cottages sprung up to accommodate those
with railway related employment By 1952/3 the Harcourt Railway complex was clearlv the busiest
station in the Shire. In that year it had 3565 passengers- more than double that of anv ~ther station in
the Shire- and its revenue from goods and livestock(£ 15,560) was f1fteen times more than other Shire
stations. Despite community action to retain the Station, it was closed in 1969. The Railway Station is
now used as a communitv radio station

DESCRIPTIO:\
The Station building is an example of the Carlsruhe Station design group and is of brick with a render
trim. This design type was used elsewhere on this line as well as on the Geelong- Ballarat line. The
Complex consists of a two storey Station !\•laster's residence attached to a single storey booking office,
amp room/toilet block and parcel room on the western platform and a waiting shelter. fruit shed and
orick crane base on the east platform
The station building and residence are of red face b.rick with rendered quoins and architraves. The gable
roofs are slate. The chimneys have cream brick base sections, mouldings, dentils and cappings in cream
brick. The platform has a concave hipped corrugated iron roof supported on posts with a decorative
timber valance at the sides. The valance has been removed at the front of the verandah. The building
retains its cast iron gutters. A brick addition has been made to the north of the single storey section and
the residence has been extended in timber. The lamp room/ toilets has a slate gable roof and echoes the
main building in materials and detailing. The original screen wall to the toilets is now unique. The
waiting shelter has a corrugated iron gabled roof and is clad in weatherboards.
The railway complex is significant for the crucial role it played in the establishment of the Harcourt
granite and fruit industrv. The location of the building on the axis of Station Street is important

REFERENCES
Andrew Ward, Railwav Station Survev, V Line, 1982
Information from Sybif James
·
MA.M, 10 Dec 1868
Victorian Municipal Directory, 1953
MAM. 12 Aug 1912
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFIC.6,.NCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome a~.:
bichrome brickwork, intluenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and ,·iaduc:
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Gee long- Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capwring the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the si<>nificance of the Castlemame and Bend1go goldfields m the 1860s. The route of the line reca!l 5
the locall~bbving to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Co!on,·'s !aroest
single endeavour-of its time. The brick and granite segmental arched rail bridge is an impo;tant elemenr.
State Significance
RECOMMENDATIOKS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexande:
and Murrav River Rai!wa\· Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
·
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HISTORY
!:1 June of 185: the \lelbourne \loum .-\Je.xander and \lurrav River Railwa\· Company was promulgated
10 build a main line of railwa,· !Tom \'lelbourne to ,\fount .-\Jexander and the \lurrav River at Echuca
Irs inability to raise funds led. to irs purchase by the Government in 1S56 and to the' formation of the
\'icrorian Railways Depanmenr dunng the same year The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of \letcalfe was opened in I 862. The signifrcance of the line is due to the ex1anr
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of earlv stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
struct~res, the use of local granite led directly to the development
the Harcoun quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determmed the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the laroest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved :orking conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontractino, for the drrect rmportauon of mdentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions"and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

of

DESCRIPTIOl'l
The rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and granite. The granite is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a cornice line at the
spring of the arch and for the parapet capping.

The bridge materials illustrates the use of the local granite in the Harcoun area.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo. A Hisrury. 1973. p1~5
~1anin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlcmainc'. C.\ f. 2 Mar 194~ from .\L--1.\1 20 Aug 1862
\Yard. 'Murray Rin:r Rai\\ray', Heritage .~ustralia. Spring 1985 p36
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STATEMENT OF SIGI'i'IFICANCE
The Harcourt Reservoir was one of the first projects attempted and completed as part of the Coliban
Water Supply Scheme System and its construction, on such a large scale, is a substantial enoineering
achievement However its lack of utility bears witness to the inexperience of the Victorian Water s;pplv
and the extent to which some aspects of the Scheme were not properly thought through. Harcourt
·
Reservoir is significant now as a popular community landmark and recreation area. It played an
important role in the development of orchards m south Harcourt, supplying water to two irrigation races.
the Trust Race and Eagle's ChanneL
Local Significance
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HISTORY
The Coliban Scheme was a governmental response to the clamour on the Castlemaine and Bendigo
goldfields for water and emisaged that water from the Coliban River be channelled by gra,ity to the
diggings via a Reservoir at !11almsbury and three smaller distribution reservoirs at Expedition Pass,
Barker's Creek at Harcourt and Bendigo. The first sod was turned at the Barker's Creek Reservoir on
'27 :'11arch 1867 at a point just 800 yards from Dr Barker's old homestead. The contractor, :'lfr O'Keefe,
completed the reservoir just twelve months later A local newspaper described the embankment as the
largest in the colony being 37 chains in ex"tent and capable of containing 500,000,000 gallons of water
v..ith a surface one mile in len~rth. At the conclusion of the opening celebrations a blue gum was planted
"ith much ceremony at each corner of the reservoir.
However the Barker's Creek Reservoir quickly became known as the White Elephant. Colonel Sankey.
an English engineer employed to investigate the Coliban Scheme, stated that he could find absolutely no
reason for the Barker's Creek Reservoir's construction. !fit had been intended to supply the miners in
the Camp bells Creek area as some suggested, the length of channel required clearly made the plan
impractical.
Over the next decades a variety of ideas were proposed aimed at utilising the Reservoir. In 187'2
Chewton residents applied to have water piped from Harcourt in place of the muddy water they received
from the newly constructed Expedition Pass reservoir and in 1878 miners called upon the government to
utilise the Barker's Creek Reservoir water for sluicing purposes. Both plans were unsuccessful and in
the meantime the Acclimatisation Society stocked the Reservoir with fish and it was used regularly for
fishing, swimming and boating. A local newspaper described the reservoir as "the fashionable f1sh
pond". Finally in I 885, the reservoir was used to supply the Trust Race for orchard irrigation and in
19 I 3 Eagle's Channel was also connected to the reservoir.

DESCRIPTIOi'
Notable features of the Barker's Creek Reservoir are both the large embankment and the outlet tower.
The Barker's Creek Reservoir was completed in I 868. It is still in use and supplies water to irrigate the
orchards at Harcourt. The embankment IS 2294 feet (699 m) long and 49 feet (I 5 m) at its highest
point. The cast iron outlet tower is original and is the same design as the one at Expedition Pass. The
by-wash is at the east end of the embankment, and is partly lined mth granite blocks and partly mth
concrete.

REFERENCES
Malmsbury and Taradale Newsleller, July ll, 1885
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Ranch, a timber house dating from c 18 70, is a characteristic example of the dwellings built in the
Metcalfe area in the early years of white settlement. Its simple construction is indicative of the lifestvle
of many early setters who practised a combination of subsistence farming and general labouring. The
Ranch is closely associated with the Wilsons, a well known family name in Metcalfe.

Local Significance
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HISTORY
James Harris is listed in the first rate book of 1866 when he was engaged in purchasina a farm in
:\letcalfe from the Crown By 1874 he owned 60 acres and a house in Metcalfe and h~ was workinl.!,
possibly for the newly formed Shire of :\letcalfe, as a contractor By 1884, the property had passed-to
Roderick Harris In common with most men in the Metcalfe area he combined farming on his small
acreage with general labouring work.
Over the next forty years the property was sometimes rated under Roderick Harris's name and
sometimes under the name of Charles Harris, both farmers and general labourers A horizontal slab hut
was built near the house to act as a smithy for blacksmithing work and an anvil still stands inside.
Charles Harris owned the place in 1934 when he sold it to George and Maisie Wilson.
The Wilsons changed the name of the place which had previously been known as "Sunnyside" to "The
Ranch... They also completed internal renovations to the house. They rebuilt some of the walls which
had been lath. and plaster or hessian and paper and they made the kitchen, which had previously been
semi detached, part of the main building. The Wilsons established an extensive vegetable garden using
water piped from a well on the other side of the road.
The property remains in the Wilson family.

DESCRIPTION
The house is of weatherboard and originally consisted of the gable roofed house section facing the road
with the gable roofed kitchen at right angles and detached. In both buildings the corrugated iron roof
extends at a lower pitch to form a verandah. Each section has a face brick chimney.
The shed is of horizontal slab construction where thick slabs of eucalypt timber are dropped into vertical
grooves in the large squared and round timber posts to form thick timber walls This method of
construction was used for houses, police lock-ups and sheds from the earliest settlement in Victoria.
The construction is similar to the shed and kitchen at Stratford Lodge Although the method of
construction was also known in Canada, it remains the nearest thing to a distinctively local construction
system. The shed has a corrugated iron roof
The small scale of the steeply pitched gable roofed buildings and the setting among fruit trees and the
timber sheds makes this farm complex a good example of the style of small scale farming taken up by
•any people in the central goldfields area after the first rush for gold was over.

REFERENCES
Information from Maisie Wilson
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
Miles Lewis, l'icturian Primnitve, Melbourne 1977
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W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Stratford Lodge is an early surviving homestead in Victoria with historical connections to early
pastoralist James Orr. It is the only dwelling which survives from the pastoral period in the Metcalfe
Shire and it is held to be the earliest inhabited building remaining in Northern Victoria. The substantial
granite house is an unusual design for this period incorporating Georgian and Colonial elements. The
house is complemented by a the horizontal log construction outbuilding and a woolshed which although
clad in iron retains much of its original 1869 interior. The house and garden are of state significance -

State Significance

RECO;\IMElliDA TIONS
Retain on the Historic Buildings Register and the Register of the National Estate. Metcalfe Planning
Scheme (individual listing)
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HISTORY
James Orr. a widower. migrated to Australia v.ith his children. including nine sons. in 1839 He bought
from E W Cmphelby the lease for the southern portion of a run on the Coliban, which had been taken
up by William Bowman barely two years earlier He named his new run Stratford Lodge after his family
home in Ireland
John RandelL who conducted extensive research into pastoral stations in this area, was unable to
discover the exact date Orr began building the homestead but when the Crown Lands Commissioner
visited the station in December 1844 he listed a stone house so it can be assumed that at least pan of the
house dates from this time. In 1852 the Rev. A. M. Ramsay stayed a few days at Stratford Lodge and
remarked in a letter that the Orrs "seemed to have paid much more than the average attention of
Squatters to their domestic establishment The dwelling house is a substantial building of white granite
with a considerable suite of apartments and with a fine verandah and chequered palisading extending
along the front .The station is on the bank of the Coliban and the garden stretches down to the river
side ... Two of James Orr's sons died during the 1840s and were buried here near the Coliban River
although the graves are no longer visible.
In 1855 a Government surveyor began marking the Stratford Lodge leasehold off into blocks for sale
and by mid 1857 almost the entire run was sold. John and Edward Orr, James' two sons, remained in
residence at Stratford Lodge with a total freehold of 3,200 acres. In 1871, after a period of ownership
by Hugh Glass, the Stratford Lodge homestead block was purchased by John Mactier. Since this time
the Stratford Lodge homestead has remained in the hands of the i\1actier family and is currently the
•esidence of John Mactier's grand daughter.

DESCRIPTION
The house is constructed of local white granite in aU-shape around a paved courtyard. This
configuration was characteristic of many early squatter's houses Original a slab kitchen closed the
courtyard. The stonework is of roughly coursed, squared rubble granite with larger blocks used at the
corners The single storey granite house is symmetrical with the central section flanked by hexagonal
bays which are reflected in the verandah shape. The verandah springs from just below the roof line and
is of a straight pitch slightly flatter than the roof pitch. The verandah lacks any decoration. The house
may have been built in stages, but if it was built originally in its present form it is an unusual design for
the 1840s.
The building has undergone changes over the years. In the twentieth century the slab kitchen was
demolished and rebuilt in weatherboards and in 1966 an extension in local granite was built on one arm
of the U to include a new kitchen. This was over the underground tank which was filled in. In the
1950s the lathe and plaster ceilings were replaced by pine boarding and the original mud mix mortar was
replaced by a cement mortar. Part of the central section of the front verandah was enclosed at this time
These alterations have not substantially altered the appearance or the character of the building ..
'he horizontal slab shed near the house and the woolshed constructed in 1869 add to the significance of
.ne site. The shed is of horizontal slab construction where thick slabs of eucalypt timber ar; dropped
into vertical grooves in the large squared and round timber posts to form thick timber walls. This
method of construction was used for houses, police lock-ups and sheds from the earliest settlement in
Victoria . .t>Jthough the method of construction was also known in Canada, it remains the nearest thing
to a distinctively local construction system. The shed has a corrugated iron roof The woolshed,
although originally built of slabs, has been gradually reel ad in iron over the years and was almost entirely
reel ad in 1980. Only a small section of exterior slabs survive although much of the 1869 interior still
rematns.
The park like aspect of the pastures with many retained river red gums, the garden setting of the
homestead and its siting above the Coli ban River invoke a feeling of the era of pastoral settlement

REFERENCES
John Randell, Pastoral Selllement in Northem l'ictoria p251-269
The Age, April 16, !971
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) File No. 1792
Information from H. H. Munckton
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Rose Hill is a small brick house with a steep gable roof and is a good example of a substantial
farmhouse from the earliest days of farming in the Metcalfe area.

Local Significance
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HISTORY

In 1866, John Bain. a farmer, was rated for a farm at :\1etcalfe and by 187~ the farm was defined as 237
acres. Two years later a house was listed on the property. In 1886 William Sunderland, farmer, was
renting "~3 7 acres etc" from Bain.
By 1888 the 237 acres and the house were owned by John Parnell, a teacher. In 1891-1892 the property
was purchased by George Rowe, who leased it temporarily to John Hanrahan before farming it himself
in 189-+. Mary Francis Rowe was rated for Rose Hill from the late 1910s until the late 1930s. By 1938
the property had passed to Hugh Rowe.

DESCRIPTION

.1e house was constructed prior to 1874 when it was first mentioned in the rate books. The building
may date from the 1860s as it is of a simple design with a steeply pitched roof.

The house is of face brick with a steeply pitched gable roof. The straight pitched verandah roof is an
extension of the main roof but has a much flatter pitch. This returns around the gable end. There is a
brick chimney at each end of the building The brickwork is now painted.
The building is sited within a fenced garden area.
Rose Hill is a small brick house with a steep gable roof and is a good example of a substantial
farmhouse from the earliest days of farming in the Metcalfe area.

REFERENCES
Information from Maisie Wilson, Dot Smith and Douglas Mactier
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
Rowe. Bill, Redesda/e: Yesterday and Today, Lithocraft, Melbourne, 1989, p 76
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The Shire Oftices and Hall have importance as the administrative centre of the Shire of \fetcalfe since
their construction in 1870. They also form the focal point of the village of Metcalfe, providing local
employment, and in the past acting as a venue for church services, community meetings and even
dances. The alteration and extension of the buildings over time reflect the increased size and needs of
the municipality. The building is an amalgam of the three main eras of building with the 1953 alterations
now the dominant style and little readily discernible from the street of the original building

Local Significance
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HISTORY
By the late 1850s. it was becoming increasingly obvious that the task of road makina was beyond one
central body and it was agreed that the responsibility for road works should be give; to each local
district, although assistance would be given through government grants In response to amemdments to
the Municipal Act, the \1etcalfe Roads Board District was proclaimed on August 14, 1860. The new
\Ietcalfe Roads Board applied for a building site in the Government Reserve near what was to become
the Village of Metcalfe. They considered this the "most convenient and central" location. In early 1861,
a temporary reservation for a Roads Board Oftice was gazetted in the Government Reserve on land later
owned by Mr Reeves.
However by 1870, the new Shire Council was arguing, "the growing imponance of the Shire requires
that more commodious and substantial offices be built." The main street of Metcalfe was suggested and
in October 1870, a new reservatiOn ofland for Shire Offices was made here. This decision was not
without controversy since some councillors favored a site in Elphinstone but Metcalfe was eventually
chosen as being more centrally located.
The old Road Board Office site and buildings were sold to the Shire Secretary and Engineer, Mr William
C. Reeves. The Shire Offices and Hall were built on the new site soon afterwards, a house added
around 1910 and the present Council Chambers constructed in 1953.
Tf.te Shire Offices and Hall became the administrative centre of the Shire which was enlarged by the
Jition of the Borough ofTaradale m !870 and the Borough ofChewton in 1916. The buildings also
served a variety of other functions. The Presbyterian Church held regular services in the Shire Hall until
1969 when it acquired its own building and in 1932 both Maisie Grady and her cousin, Jessie Gradie
were married there. Dances were occasionally held in the Shire Hall and a large number of civic
functions.

DESCRIPTION
The Shire still holds copies of the original plans for the Shire Offices. They are of an "L" shaped
building with a large council room that could be used as a hall with an entry porch and a room each for
the Secretary and Contractors. The position of Secretary and Engineer was held by the same person
until 1915. The contractors room was presumably used for engineering contractors. The building was
of polychromatic brick work with a rendered base and quoin work. The verandah had cast iron posts
and decorative brackets. The Secretary and Contractor's rooms still exist as the central section of the
present building. The round headed window has been enlarged to the current rectangular window.
The residence, added in 1910, was built to the side of the Secretary's and Contractors' office and is now
used as pan of the Shire offices. This section of the building has a lower ceiling to the original section
-~dis of face brick with a hipped roof The central entry has an arched headed opening which would
. _ ,·e echoed the main window of the contractors' office in the original building. The entry is flanked by
symmetrically placed rectangular windows.
The council room was replaced by the hall and new·council chamber in 1953. This is again in face brick
with bands of cream brick which echoed the banding of the original buildings. The former porch area is
taller than the hall parapet and is marked with a central brick motif The roof of the building is
concealed behind a straight brick parapet and the service area is marked by a lower ceiling height and
lower parapet. The large square windows are protected by a cantilevered rendered canopy.
The building is an amalgam of the three main eras of building with the 1953 alterations, a late flowering
of the early twentieth century Amsterdam style, now the dominant style and little is readily discernible of
the original building.

REFERE:'\CES
Public Records Office, VPRS 242, Unit 45, No. 23 Research by B. James
6 April, 1870, Metcalfe Council Minutes
Information from Maisie Wilson (nee Grady)
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Bible Christi~n Church
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STA TEl\IENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The early establishment of a Bible Christian Church at North Redesdale is one of the few remaining
indicators of the substantial mining community that once worked along the nearby Campaspe and
C oliban Rivers. The construction of the present bluest one church building in 18 7 5 reflects the expansion
of the population as the surrounding area was opened up for settlement. The church was an important
spiritual centre, initially for members of the Bible Christian Church and after 1880, for Presbyterians It
is one of the few remaining buildings which once characterised the settlement of North Redesdale.

Local Significance
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HISTORY
The first Bible Christian church in this locality was originally built on a site across the road The
congregation was largely drawn from those people mining nearby at Horse Shoe Bend (later known as
Lyal) One of the families most influential in the church was the Jeffreys family From 1870 the church
was also used for school lessons during the week and in 1874 the church building was sold to the
Government for £!54 for full time use as a school It became the Redesdale Central Schooll'\o I 089
but closed in 1894 The Bible Christian congregation was left with £104 once the debt of £50 still
remaining on the original building was paid.
A new church was erected in 1875 at a cost of£309/14/5. The foundation stone was laid by John
Russell Munckton, the owner ofColiban Estate on the 27 April, 1875 and the church was officially
opened six month later on the 14 October, 1875 by the Rev R Downs. At this time the local
community had raised £185/10/7 toward the cost of the new church including the £I 04 that had been
left from the sale of the old church.
In 1880 the church was sold to the Presbyterian Church for the amount of the remaining debt which then
stood at £97.8.2.
The church is now used as a private residence.

DESCRIPTIOl'i
The church is built of squared rubble, coursed bluestone. It is a rectangular building with a steeply
pitched gable roof clad in corrugated iron. The front facade has a centrally placed gable roofed porch
with a central doorway. The church which is of a basic Gothic style has windows and door with pointed
arched heads and dressed bluestone voussoirs and quoins. The sills are of single bluestone blocks. The
porch is flanked by Symmetrically placed windows and a round window is situated above the porch in
the apex of the gable. The side walls have three windows evenly placed down the facade.
Although additions have been made to the rear of the church in timber, the main section of the church is
substantially intact.
The church is a robust, simple design using local basalt. It is now sited in an isolated area and is the one
of the few reminders that the area had sufficient population to support a church in the nineteenth
century.

REFEREl'iCES
Rowe, Bill, Redesda/e Yesterday and Today, Lithocraft, Melbourne, 1989
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mudford
Kylle/011 Guardian
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STATEMENT OF SIGI"IFICANCE
The remains of a ford originally called "Monro's Crossing" is a reminder of an early transport route in
the Shire dating from the late 1830s.

Local Significance
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HISTORY
In 18~0, George Robinson, Chief Protector of Aborigines, mentioned in his Journal that he crossed the
Campaspe River at "\lunro's (s1c) Crossing" Henry Monro had established his tirst head station in 1838
just west of the Coliban River and very close to the present site ofColiban Estate By 1843 he had
constructed a new homestead at the eastern extremny of hts run, to the east of the Campaspe River
The ford upon which Robinson commented must have been used regularly by \1onro as he moved
around his pastoral run Judge Raben Williams Pohlman owned nearby Glenhope station with his
brother from the late 1840s and he referred to the crossing as "Farrell's Crossing." Henry Farrell was the
proprietor of the Mia Mia Inn
In !868 a steel bridge (R28) was built on the Campaspe River about haifa mile funher upstream and this
became the accustomed crossing place between Redesdale and \fia Mia

DESCRIPTION
There is still some evidence of stone and woodwork at low water marking where the ford was made firm
for travellers The river can still be forded at this point and the approach roads can still be discerned.

REFERENCES
Randell, John, !'as/oral Sett!eme/11 in Sorthem f"icturia. Vol. I & 2, Melbourne, 1979 p33l-334
Rowe, Bill, Redesda!e Yesterday and Today, Lithocraft, Melbourne, 1989
Information from Jack Ross
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STA TEME:'\T OF SIGNIFICANCE
The variety of stone buildings at "Riverbend" is characteristic of nineteenth century farm complexes in
the Redesdale area The construction reflects the ready availability of bluestone.
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HISTORY
Edward Gamble was one of the early settlers in the Redesdale area By 1870 he had already purchased
1 1~ acres in the Redesdale area and was in the process of purchasing another I 00 acres from the Crown
He is recorded as the owner of a house in 187.<
Between 1901 and 1906 a large part of the property was sold but Edward Gamble retained the house
and a section of the home paddock. By 1910 the house and land had passed to Ellen Gamble, and in
1920 it was owned jointly by both Ellen Gamble and Harold Oscar Gamble At this time the acreage had
increased to 203 acres.
By 1925 the property had passed to Ralph Gamble, believed to be Edward Gamble's grandson. Ralph
was a First World War veteran and was awarded the Military Cross

DESCRIPTION
. ,te farm complex is one of a series of farms in the Redesdale area along the Campaspe River. Many,
like Riverbend, are constructed from bluestone. Local tradition has it that masons who worked on the
railway line moved around the local area at the completion of their contracts. Riverbend comprises a
bluestone house, bluestone shed and the remains of another bluest one farm building The buildings are
now not used but still form a distinct complex.
The house is a mid-Victorian style with an M form roof now clad in corrugated iron. The walls are of
squared bluestone laid in courses with alternating stretcher courses and courses where every second
block is made up of three smaller blocks of stone. This gives the walls a distinctive pattern. The sills
and lintels are single tlat basalt pieces. The front facade has a central door with rectangular transom
window over and is flanked by symmetricallv placed 12 paned double hung timber windows. It appears
that the building did. not have a verandah. The building has four brick chimneys with decorative bands
of corbelled brick work. There appears to have been an extension at the back of the house where one
wing is in very roughly squared rubble stonework.
The large shed is in two parts with the smaller front section ha,·ing stonework similar to that used on the
house In this case every second block in each course is made up of three blocks ofbluestone The
larger two storey rear section is of roughly squared, roughly coursed stonework which gives a different
· ·xture to the walls Both sections have gable roofs The rear wall of the two storey section is in poor
_,,ndition and now collapsed
Completing the complex is a number of dog kennels made of hollow logs

REFERENCES
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mudford
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- East Riding
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STATEi\IE:"\T OF SIGNIFICANCE
"Penarth", comprising three farm houses ·two bluestone and the other weatherboard - and a stone and
corrugated iron farm shed, is a characteristic farm complex showing the progression from the bluestone
construction of the nineteenth century to the milled weatherboard of the twentieth century. The
farmhouses are also indicative of the succession oflater generations onto the land.
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HISTORY
John Took. farmer. originally bought this land from the Crown in 1863 and is listed in the rate books in
1866 Bv 1872 he owned 172 acres and was in the process ofpurchasinQ another 286 acres The first
stone house was built prior to 1874 when he is listed in the rate books as-the owner of a house on 418
acres Between 1895 and 190 I. John Took died but his widow continued to live in the house By !90 1
the property had passed to George Took The weatherboard house may have been built during his
occupancy
In 1920. J J and R. T. Hepburn purchased George Took's property. Later J Barton owned the
property for a time before selling to a :\1r Sperling

DESCRIPTIO!'i
The fartn complex is one of a series of farms in the Redesdale area which are constntcted from
bluestone. Local tradition has it that masons who worked on the railway line moved around the local
area at the completion of their contracts.
The farm consists of a hipped roofed blues tone house facing into the courtyard What appears to be a
later bluestone farmhouse with an M roof is now connected to a weatherboard house which faces into
'•e courtyard Behind the weatherboard section is a smaller hipped roof stone building which may have
vcen a detached kitchen or a dairy. This has a large underground cellar entered by bluestone steps.
Across the courtyard from the house is a gable roofed bluestone farm shed which appears to have been
extended on both ends in cormgated iron.
The stone work on the houses. dairy and farm shed has been painted The original shingle roof still exists
under the cormgated iron on all buildings
The hipped roof bluestone house that faces the courtyard has a verandah returning on two sides with the
roof as an extension to the main roof This is supported on timber posts There is no decoration on the
verandah. The stonework is of coursed square ntbble. The front facade has a central door with two
flanking, symmetrically placed timber casement windows. A timber skillion section has been added to
the rear.
The later house in a mid- Victorian style is at right angles to the earlier building and has a similar facade
but with taller windows and a straight pitched hipped roofed verandah. Again there is no decoration on
the verandah. The building has stone chimneys with carved cornices. It also has a timber skillion
section to the rear which now forms the connection to the later timber building.
~

~he timber section of.the house complex would appear to date from the 1890s and may have been
,noved to the site as this was a common practice The building is of weatherboard with a hipped roof
intersected by a gable roof The verandah has a hipped roof and again no decoration The largest room
has a pressed metal ceiling.

The driveway that connects the courtyard with the road has a row of elm trees on one side.
The mature row of elfli;t.rees leading to the broad courtyard that divided the houses from the farm sheds.
the use of the local stolie and the successive development of the farm buildings makes this an evocative
farm complex which lillds to the agricultural character of the Redesdale area.

REFERENCES
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mudford
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- East Riding
lnfortnation from S. Bell, owner
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CA 59 & 60

NAl\lE: Waldon
ADDRESS: Redesdale Road
FORMER NAME:

Hawthorn Farm

:\lAP NAME: Redesdale
l\IAP REFERE!'I'CE BU 806 975

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Hawthorn Farm is a nineteenth century farm complex characteristic of the Redesda!e area. The
hawthorn hedge which lines the farm driveway and the relatively intact stone shed are notable features.
The stone farmhouse with its weatherboard extension demonstrates the way in which bluestone was
superseded by corrugated iron and milled weatherboard in the twentieth century.

Local Significance
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Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
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HISTORY
The parish plans shows that allotment 59 was purchased by Thomas McLaren and allotment 60 was
purchased by :'>1ichael McKenna. By 1872 ;'v!ichael McKenna owned 327 acres and was in the process
of purchasing another 96 acres under the 42nd Section of the 1865 Land Act He is rated for a house in
1874 and by this time he may have taken over Thomas McLaren's land. The McKenna family were very
strong Catholics and were influential in the establishment of St Laurence church in the Redesdale
township Land for the church was donated by !\1ichale McKenna and he was also an early trustee of
the church.
Between 1895 and 1901 the present house and land passed into the ownership of a farmer, Michael
Grady. Michael Grady died in the years before the First World War and the property passed to
;\1argaret and Alice Grady, possibly his daughters. In 1921 the house stood on an acreage of299 acres.

_ 2SCRIPTION
The farm complex is one of a series of farms in the Redesdale area along the Campaspe River. Many,
are constructed from bluestone. Local tradition has it that masons who worked on the railway line
moved around the local area at the completion of their contracts.
The house is a single storey bluestone building with a hipped roof which extends at a flatter pitch to
form the verandah roof The verandah posts have all been replaced recently and there is no decorations.
The building has been extended by adding a weatherboard section which was a house moved to the site.
This also has a hipped roof but with a higher ridge height There is a gable roofed timber section at the
rear. The stonework has been painted. The window and door surrounds are of brick and the building
has brick chimneys. This technique is not used on any other bluestone buildings in the area. The stone
section has a central door with a flat brick arch over and flanking symmetrically placed timber double
hung windows.
The house is separated from the farm sheds by a wide courtyard. The gable roofed farm shed or stables
is of unpainted bluestone and has similar stonework to that seen at Riverbend with squared stones laid in
· ··urses but every second or third block made up of three smaller blocks. The roof extends, at a flatter
,. .• ch, over a skillion section of the building. The building has a loft reached by external timber stairs and
a door in one gable end. Part of the building would appear to have been used as living quarters as there
is a bluestone chimney with a carved cornice. The other gable end has a round window in the upper
section of the wall.
·
The long ha\v1horn hedge \Vhich follows and protects the driveway is a feature of the local landscape.
The hawthorn edged driveway leading to the broad courtyard that divides the house from the farm
sheds, the use of the local stone and the successive development of the farmhouse makes this an
evocative farm complex which adds to the agricultural character of the Redesdale area.

REFERENCES
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mud ford and Mr. Kriewaldt
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- East Riding
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The line of pines along the east side of the Kyneton-Redesdale road is an important community
landmark and distinguishes the entry into the Redesdale township.

Local Significance
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HISTORY
From the time he was thirteen, Bill Rowe, worked as a contractor for the Shire making roads and
bridges \Vith his father Henry and brother, George. This was in the early twentieth century Later he
also bought land and devoted an increasing amount of time to farming.
On one occassion he was employed by the Shire of Metcalfe to plant a line of pine trees on either side of
the road along the southern entrance to Redesdale. This avenue of pine quickly became a local
landmark.
One side of the avenue was destroyed when increasing traffic on the road necessitated widening the
thoroughfare.

DESCRIPTION
The line of mature Pinus Radiata is a local landmark and one of the fevi avenues of trees planted in the
Shire. These are remarkable for not being a memorial plantation. They are an integral part of the
character of the Redesdale area.

REFERENCES
Rowe, Bill, Redesdale: 'lesrerday and Today, Lithocraft, Melbourne, 1989, p79
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Redesdale hotel and stables, originally built of timber, was re-constructed in bluestone in the 1870s
representing Redesdale's transition from a wayside stopping place to a surveyed township, fuelled by an
influx of settlers onto the surrounding land. The hotel's strong communal associations make it one of
the most signif1cant buildings in the Redesdale area. The stables are a notable feature of the complex.

Local Significance
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Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Community Life, Towns (Commercial)
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PHOTOGR.t>.PH
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DATE 22.7.92
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HISTORY
The first scattered buildings of the township ofRedesdale grew up near Monro's Crossing (Campaspe
River) on the Kyneton-Heathcote Road, catering to miners en route to the Heathcote gold ftelds. Some
gold was also found along the banks of the Campaspe in this vicinity.
John Mc:\iff. a young man in his twenties, established a hotel here during the 1860s in order to cater for
travellers and miners. This was a weatherboard structure with a shingle roof which extended to form a
verandah supported on bush poles. He also acquired land adjoining the hotel and by 1866 he is rated
jointly for a hotel and a farm valued at £88. By 1872, John McNiff had 106 acres adjoining the hotel
and milked a large number of cows. Twelve bail stalls are said to be still in evidence in the blues tone
stables next to the hotel.
More extensive settlement of the Redesdale area in the late 1860s by a predominantly Catholic group of
settlers, prompted the survey of the Redesdale township and the sale of the first township blocks in
18 71. This created increased business for McNiff's hotel and he is said to have converted the hotel
building to bluestone in 1876. An early photograph shows the existing northern section of the building
in bluestone built as an extension to the earlier timber building Building work throughout the area was
characterised by the use of bluestone, a readily available building material.
John McNiff died on the 3 March, 1901 aged 66 years old.
hotel until 1909 when it passed to Daniel McNiff, her son.
+0llows:
George Henley from 25/1 0/20
Francis Smith from 19/03/23
George Whatman 30/9/32
John Barton Brady from 29/11/39
Ernest Harding from 6/12/48
Owen Hackett from 01/02/51
E G and E L Sell from 3/ I 1/65

His wife Anne. continued to manage the
From this point the licensees were as
Gertrude Kilroy from ll/05/22
Alexander Duff from 20/8/23
Frederick Burge from 19/02/35
Francis John Took from 25/ll/43
Fran Comer from 21/02/50
Edith May and James May from 21/09/53

The hotel licence was surrendered in tvlarch 1970 and the building was sold to Ernie and Claire Reid.
The hotel was reopened for business in 1988.

DESCRIPTION
The existing hotel is a single storey bluestone building with a hipped roof now clad in corrugated iron.
The bluestone has been painted The entire street front is protected by a verandah with a straight
pitched roof springing from just below the building eaves line. The verandah is supported on square
timber posts with small timber brackets. An early photograph of the building shows the building soon
after the early timber section was replaced with bluestone. The corner bluestone section, which was
· ·1ilt f1rst, is of squared, coursed bluestone work and has a lower eaves line and different pitch to the
.~rer section The later section is of squared bluestones of various sizes laid in a random rubble pattern.
The new section has a verandah springing from the same place as the present verandah but supported on
pairs of timber posts with a simple frieze of diagonal timbers. Therefore at some stage the roofs have
been altered to the same pitch and the verandah posts changed. The original north corner had a splayed
wall with a corner doorway. This was reflected in the verandah. This has been altered to a square
corner. The three double hung windows at the south of the building appears to be original but the other
windows and doors appear to have been altered over the years.
The bluestone stables have a gable roof which continues at a flatter pitch over a skill ion section to one
side. The stonework is again of coursed squared blocks with every second or third block being of three
smaller blocks of stone. The gable end facing the road has a circular window within a frame of four
large square blocks. The roof is now clad in corrugated iron but the timber shingles can still be seen.

REFERENCES
Rowe, Bill, Redesdale: Yesterday and Today, Lithocraft, Melbourne, 1989, p9 and 18
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mudford
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- East Riding
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:\A:\ IE: Redesdale Police Station
ADDRESS: Redesdale Road
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
This building is a substantial and important element in the Redesdale township. The building is
characteristic of single storey small hotels built in this era. The bluestone material is characteristic of the
area. Its prominent position addressing the main intersection and substantial appearance adds to its
significance. The long association with the police presence in Redesdale from 1869 to 1941 and the
association with the locally prominent Rowe family are important.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Community Life (Law and Order), Towns

BUILDING DATE
c1862
1.

PHOTOGR.AJ'H
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HISTORY
This building is said to have been built as a hotel in the 1860s in opposition to McNiff's hotel on the
opposite side of the road. During this period the main road between Kyneton and the Heathcote
goldfields ran through Redesdale and the hotel may have been intended to attract passing trade. The
building was probably owned by Robert Taylor- the only other hotel proprietor in the township in ]868
apart from John McNiff who owned the Redesdale Hotel.
The hotel does not appear on the rate books after 1869 at which time it is said to have been sold to I ohn
Took, a local farmer. In the same year John Took leased it to the Police Department for £8/10/- a
month but later constructed a verandah on the north and west ends and increased the rent to £I 0 a
month.
The building was occupied by the local policeman who was required to do a variety of jobs Bill Rowe
relates that one of these was to visit all local farmers and collect the agricultural statistics for the
Government Bureau.
As the population of the district declined throughout the 1930s there was no longer a need for a police
station at Redesda!e and in 1941 the building was sold to Bill Rowe for £32/10/- . The building became
the home of Bill and Eileen Rowe.

DESCRIPTION
The single storey bluestone building would appear to have been built for use as an hotel as it has a
splayed corner with doorway flanked by wide windows commonly found in commercial buildings of the
era. The window joinery has arched heads but the lower sections appear to have been altered. The
street facade is similar to a photograph taken between 1874 and 1876.
The building is of local bluestone squared and laid in courses. In common with the Redesdale Hotel and
some other farm buildings the stones are laid with every second stone being made up of smaller blocks,
in this case two smaller stones as opposed to the three found in other buildings. The stones are smaller
and give a finer texture to the walls than those seen in other examples. The hipped roof is splayed over
the corner. There is no evidence to suggest that the building ever had a street verandah. The building
· s been extended in timber and a verandah added to the north.
Its prominent position addressing the main intersection and substantial appearance add to its significance
in the streetscape.

REFERENCES
Rowe, Bill, Redesdale: YesterdaJ' and Today, Lithocraft, Melbourne, 1989, plO, 68,225
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mudford
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- East Riding
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
A store has existed on this site since the 1870s and it represents an important focus for the Redesdale
community. It has a long association with the Hahn family, one of the few non-British families to settle
in the area. The many alterations which the weatherboard store and house have undergone reduces the
site's integrity but are indicative of the way in which its use and function have changed over time.

Local Significance
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HISTORY

It is claimed that Henry Hahn, a German immigrant, established a butchery business in Redesdale as
early as 1867 and that the galvanised iron shack shown in a 1874 photograph was his shop However
the rate books suggest that he began as a butcher sometime between 1874 and 1884. In 1884 Henry
Hahn is rated not only for a butcher's shop but a house, 16 acres and slaughter yards comprising three
acres. The house was built at the back of the butcher's shop and accommodated Henry Hahn's large
family
The slaughter yards enabled Henry to kill his own meat for the butcher's shop. Animals for slaughter
were often held and fed on the 16 acres. During 1888 he leased 90 acres of land, presumably in order to
fatten cattle and sheep for slaughter. In later years Henry Hahn expanded the business, selling groceries,
drapery and grains as well as meat, and from the 1920s he sold petrol from drums at the back of the
store.
Between 1925 and 1930 the business passed to Bertram (Bert) Hahn, a butcher and presumably Henry
Hahn's son. Although the Hahns continued to slaughter their own meat, from 1920 the rate books make
no further mention of slaughter yards.
During the 193 Os Bertram Hahn moved away from the area and the store was made available for lease.
Some of the first lessees were Robert Green, the Sloane family and the Hislop family. Bertram Hahn
'Sumed management of the shop for a period but later leased it again to F. Roberts.
The store also functioned as a post office and in 1953 a local resident, Agnes Mudford, began working
on the mail run throughout the surrounding district. She continued the service for the next forty years.
Nearby Mia Mia also received a grocery run twice a week.
During the 1960s and 1970s the store was owned by Norm Dempster

DESCRIPTION
The existing store is group of three buildings. On the south is a residence with three gable roofs and a
straight pitch verandah over the street. This is probably the residence described in the 1884 ratebooks.
The timber verandah posts have been altered to round metal posts but the frieze of vertical timber slats
and the scalloped edged boards on the side remain. The style of the verandah suggests that it was built
in the early twentieth century.
· "'1e central building has a gable roof shielded by a parapet with a round central section and t\VO scotia
odaped side sections. This has been reclad in recent years with a metal siding. This section retains its
timber shop front and a splayed entry.
The northern section is a gable roofed building. The gable section above the verandah has been clad in
metal siding in recent years. The central and northern sections share a straight pitched verandah which
has had the square timber verandah posts replaced with round metal posts. It has a valance of vertical
boards with rounded ends to give a scalloped effect.
The three buildings with their street verandahs, small size and steeply pitched roofs retain the form and
some details of nineteenth century buildings. They are important elements in the streetscape of
Redesdale.

REFERENCES
Rowe, Bill, Redesdule Yesterday and Today, Lithocraft, Melbourne, 1989, p 10
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mudford
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books- East Riding
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STATE:VIENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The blues tone church of Saint Laurence is indicative of the large numbers ofirish Catholics who settled
in the Redesdale area, almost to the exclusion of other denominations. It is one of a number of
nineteenth century bluestone buildings in the township which together give Redesdale a distinctive
character. The church is a large, substantial Early English Gothic Church which bears witness to the
strength of the Catholic Congregation in the Redesdale area. The chancel, transept and west porch
additions of 1892 were designed by Mr. Payne, architect of Brunswick

Local Significance
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HISTORY
In the early 1860s. Father Horatio Geoghegan. established a pastorate in the Kyneton region. Extensive
settlement of the Redesdale area in the 1860s by a predominantly Irish-Catholic group of settlers,
prompted Father Geoghegan to encourage the erection of a bluestone building to serve as both a school
and a chapel. This was completed in 1865 at a cost of £:200
However, as the population of the area continued to increase, a new and more substantial church was
planned Land was donated by :\1. McKenna in 1872 and on the 6 April, I 873, the foundation stone for
a new church was laid by Bishop Goold, who was escorted to the site by members of the Kyneton and
Redesda!e Hibernian Societies.
The new bluestone church was built by a Mr Price ofMalmsbury. It was dedicated and opened on 7
November, 1874, by the Very Rev. Dr Fitzpatrick, Vicar General of the Melbourne diocese. Redesdale
now formed part of the Heathcote Division and Mass was said by a priest of the Division, Father
l\1ullins.
Although the design for the building included a nave, chancel and sacristy to which a spire could be
added, initially only the nave was built and people entered through a side porch. Even the cost of the
nave which amounted to £1500, was £100 more than the congregation had anticipated.
The Statistical Returns to the Melbourne Diocese for 1875 shows that mass was celebrated periodically
on Sundays at 11 am and the average attendance was 250. The paddock on the north side of the church
was used to accommodate the horses, gigs and buggies of those attending Mass.
On the 22 August 1888 a working bee was held at the church and tree planting, painting and gravelling
were undertaken. In 1891, £3 00 was raised through a bazaar at Heathcote and donations in order to
complete the intended design of Saint Laurence. Mr Payne, an architect from Bnmswick, was appointed
to prepare plans and supervise the building operations and tenders were advertised in the Guardian. On
the 10 April 1892, Dr Revill blessed and opened the additions after being met by the congregation at
Mia Mia and followed in procession to Redesdale.
Some older residents of the area can still remember the "missions" that were held at Redesdale involving
~
twice daily services over a whole week. This often meant night journeys by horse drawn vehicle.
During 1948 the church had extensive renovations carried out by Mr Pope from Kyneton Steel
reinforcing rods were inserted across the walls, repairs made to some of the mortar, parts of the interior
were replastered and the church was repainted. In 1960 the original slate roof was replaced with
galvanised iron.
In recent years the congregation of Saint Laurence had dwindled but Mass continues to be offered
DESCRIPTION
T~e church is built of squared snecked rubble bluestone in an Early English Gothic style The nave and
1e porch were part of the original building campaign in 1873. This was a rectangular building offour
bays, each bay marked by a buttress with a central pointed arched window with two pointed arch lights
and a quastrefoil set in stone tracery. The windows and porch door are protected by carved stone
moulds ending in square bosses. The large west window is divided into three arched panes and has three
quatrefoils set in stone tracery. Above the west window is a small semicircular window in the apex of
the gable The gables are marked with stone crosses. The 1891 additions of a chancel, transept and
west porch are in matching stonework with similar details but all have a lower eaves line than the
original sections. The west porch sits rather awkwardly in front of and partly obscures the west
window. A remnant timber fence post remains with a pyramidal top and the marks of the triangular rails
still visible.
The church is a large, substantial Early English Gothic Church which bears witness to the strength of the
Catholic Congregation in the Redesdale area.
REFERENCES
Bill Rowe, Redesdale Yesterday and Today, Lithocraft, Melbourne, 1989, p27
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mud ford
Centenary of the Redesdale Catholic Church, !874-1974
Rev Walter Ebsworth, !'ioneer Catholic f 'ictoria, Polding Press, Melbourne, 1973, p212
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This iron bridge is one of the most unusual and distinctive nineteenth century bridges in Victoria. The
bridge is a rare example of a lattice truss bridge with stiffening arches and is most unusual for its two
separate traffic lanes. The stmcture has an unusual early history, is an important illustration of the iron
bridge building techniques of the period, now lost and is unusual in being an imported bridge. The
bridge is important in the surrounding landscape. The bridge is intact and is in good condition.

State Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Retention on the Governement Buildings Register and the
Register of the National Estate.
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HISTORY
From 1838, when Henry Monro first established his pastoral run in the region of present day Redesdale,
the Campaspe was crossed by a ford which rapidly became known as ~fonro's Crossing Delay in
erecting a bridge was exacerbated by the fact that the Campaspe River formed the boundary between the
Shire of Metcalfe and the Shire of Mcivor and construction depended on agreement between the two
shires.
From August, !866, at the Metcalfe Shire's initiative, a series of meetings was held between the shires.
After much discussion this resulted in an agreed location for the bridge and a commitment to
sharing the cost of the approaches - much greater on Metcalfe's side. At the third meeting, Mr Muntz,
the Shire of Metcalfe engineer, presented plans of a timber bridge and two of an iron girder bridge.
Tenders were opened and the successful tenderer was Mr Thomas Doran, quoting £3585 for an iron
girder bridge.
According to the Guardian newspaper, the iron bridge eventually acquired by Mr Muntz and Cr Morris
in Melbourne, once formed portion of a bridge intended to be thrown across the Yarra at Hawthorn.
However the vessel in which the bridge was being shipped caught fire in Hobson's Bay and sank. The
sunken bridge was raised and taken to Sandridge where a portion of it was purchased by the Metcalfe
and Mcivor Shire Councils from Langlands and Co, for £1000 The girders were transported to
Redesdale by bullock dray where they were scraped and oiled to remove the rust caused by their
immersion in the sea. They were then erected per medium of a temporary wooden bridge .
.Alier months of delay, the bridge was finally open end when a bottle of champagne was broken over its
iron ribs on 23 January, 1868. The opening was attended by an assemblage of members ofparliament,
local government leaders and councillors and watched by large numbers of the general public. The
oftlcial formalities and meal were followed by a ball, held on the bridge and organised by local residents.

DESCRIPTIO!'\
The bridge consists of three parallel lattice girders spanning between abutments of coursed rockfaced
bluestone. The bridge is of a single span and gives good clearance above the river. The trusses act as
balustrades and support the timber decking. The bridge was originally only to have two overhead,
arched, transverse ties but this was increased to three on the advice ofMr Ford of the Railways
Department.
This iron bridge is one of the most unusual and distinctive nineteenth century bridges in Victoria. The
bridge is a rare example of a lattice truss bridge with stiffening arches and is most unusual for its two
ceparate traffic lanes. The structure has an unusual early history, is an important illustration of the iron
idge building techniques of the period, now lost and is unusual in being an imported bridge. The
bridge is intact and is in good condition
The bridge is an important element in the surrounding landscape. The approaches, both from Redesdale
and Mia Mia, are very steep and the views of the valley are dominated by the bridge.
The wooden decking has been replaced, the iron work painted several times and the approaches to the
bridge widened. Apart from this the iron bridge continues to be used by motor traffic with little
alteration.

REFERENCES
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) File No. 1541
Information from Jack Ross and Agnes Mudford
!DOth Anniversary ofRedesdale Bridge, 1868-1968
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The stone enclosure at Braeside, is a largely intact example of the way in which stones cleared from the
land were given a practical use. The size of the enclosure is suggestive of the large number of stock
kept by Gibbard.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Addition to the Register of the National Estate.
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HISTORY
Thomas Gibbard is recorded as the owner of a farm of 160 acres in Redesdale in 1872. By 1884 he had
relocated to North Redesdale where he owned 315 acres and resided in his own house. The land was
rocky and it was probably during this period that he built the present stock yards. Thomas Gibbard kept
a large number of cows and had a local reputation as a cheese maker
In 1900 Thomas Gibbard divided most of his property at North Redesdale between Henry, Hugh and
Mary Gibbard. Later the property passed to the Ellery family. The old Gibbard home no longer exists.

DESCRIPTION
This is a large structure of random rubble stones built as a dry waiL The enclosure is a rectangle with
very carefully constructed corners. The top of the wall which stands about 1200 mm high is capped
'''ith a row of stones. There are two entry gates. One would appear to be the connection from the now
molished house and the other from the paddocks. The enclosure may have been associated with
milking sheds.
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